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Welcome

New for 2020...

Welcome to the Millhouse Catalogue
We are delighted to present our 2020 Early Years Range which includes some very
exciting new product additions. These include: our comprehensive Millhouse Outdoors
range (page 149); a selection of new soft furnishings (page 100); soft play for babies and
toddlers (page 78); the introduction of our Room Environments (page 10, 18 and 28);
and much more.
As always, we bring you a furniture range which is specifically designed for early years,
with products which are practical, durable, flexible and safe.
Our 2020 catalogue demonstrates the pivotal role that Millhouse plays in helping to
shape early years environments.
We hope you find all that you are looking for!
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About Us
Why choose us?

What makes us different?

Millhouse have a proven track record in designing, manufacturing and supplying
educational furniture, toys and resources for over 40 years.
Our Early Years range has been created to offer you a variety of premium products,
which represent the very best in quality, safety and value.

We understand the requirements of an early years environment – we know that
children need a secure, safe, nurturing environment within which they can explore,
learn and grow. Furthermore, we appreciate that the environment has to be highly
functional, practical and flexible. Our products have been designed with all of this in
mind and more.

UK Manufacturing

Expert Advice & Room Planning

Millhouse is proud to be a UK manufacturer. Our furniture is expertly crafted by our
skilled and experienced team, in an accredited ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 environment.
Constructed from the finest materials, our products conform to European safety
standards EN71, EN1176 and EN16121 (where applicable), ensuring outstanding
quality and reliability.

Quality
All Millhouse furniture is manufactured in the UK from premium grade maple
melamine. This provides a hard-wearing, scratch resistant, easy clean surface that can
be cleaned with anti-bacterial sprays.

10 Year 10 Year Guarantee

Guarantee

Easy
Access

Fully
Assembled

By combining traditional woodworking with modern fixings, our furniture is engineered
to last, that’s why all furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee.

Our dedicated team are always on hand for help and advice. So, whether you have a
detailed vision, or need inspiration, we can provide a furniture solution which is right for
you. Our room planning service is free and we’d be delighted to help with any size project
(see page 182 for further information).

Gold
Service
Delivery

6m +

Gold Service Delivery
Benefit from our Free Gold Delivery service when you purchase one of our Early Years
Zones (excludes Mini Zones), or spend more than £3,000 (exl. VAT). Our team will
deliver, unpack, and configure the units in a room of your choice, on a day that is
convenient for you. We’ll even take the packaging away.

Birth to 5 Environments

(Excludes baskets, tubs, trays and other consumable items, all of which have a 1 year
guarantee).

We’ve grouped the majority of our storage furniture into low, medium and tall height
units so that its easy to identify which furniture is best suited to which age group. The
lowest units have a height of 320mm, which is ideal for 0-2 years.

Easy Access

Flexibility

All items in the range are designed to be easily accessible by children, enabling them to
explore their environment.

Fully Assembled
The vast majority of our furniture products are delivered fully assembled to save you
hassle and time. Products which cannot be delivered fully assembled, usually only
require simple self-assembly using one of the Allen keys provided.

Flexible

Add-on
Compatible

There is no complicated or expensive method of joining the furniture, products simply
butt together, providing the flexibility to quickly and easily re-configure environments.

Innovation
Many of our products have innovative features which add versatility and value to our
products. These include: a soft Velcro surface on the reverse of units for display and
unit add-ons which can be used to turn furniture into practical room dividers.

Value For Money
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Our commitment to delivering premium products which represent the very best in quality and value, means that you will find special offers and
savings throughout the catalogue. There are savings to be found on all Millhouse Zones plus each zone benefits from Free Gold Service Delivery
(excluding Mini Zones). Look out for the yellow ‘Special Offer’ boxes or for more information, call us on 01526 354 404.

Specially designed to provide functional and efficient cloakroom storage,
our Welcome Furniture creates an inviting and welcoming
environment for children and parents alike.

Welcome Furniture

Welcome Furniture
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Welcome Furniture

10

Year
Guarantee

Our flexible range of Welcome Furniture includes both freestanding and wall mounted options,
ensuring various configurations are possible to suit your space and environment. Each unit is
made from scratch resistant maple melamine with solid beech features which are durable,
hard-wearing and easy to clean.

Easy
Access

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save up to £224
PT954
PT470
PT471

All units feature:
• Coat hooks
• Easy access clear pockets for name/picture
• Bottom bench for bags, boots, etc. (use with or without tubs)

4 x Wall Mounted Hook Sets (2 units per set)
4 x Wall Mounted Cubby Sets (2 units per set)
4 x Freestanding Cubby Sets

Set
Set
Set

£924.00
£1063.00
£1374.00

NEW
A place to store
each child’s photo
or name

Wall Mounted Hook Set

• Set of two units
• Contains: Wall mountable unit with 8 coat hooks plus
bottom storage bench

W1045 x D400 x H1280mm - Seating height: H385mm
PT953

Wall Mounted Cubby Set

• Set of two units
• Contains: Wall mountable top cubby with 6 coat hooks plus
bottom storage bench

PT464

• One complete freestanding unit
• Sturdy design
• Features top cubby with 6 coat hooks and bottom storage
bench

W1045 x D400 x H1280mm - Seating height: H385mm
£287.00

Freestanding Cubby Unit

£309.00

• Simple self assembly required
W1045 x D400 x H1280mm - Seating height: H385mm
PT465

6

£380.00
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Welcome Furniture

Welcome Furniture

Wall Mountable Top Cubby

• Wall mounted unit with top cubby and 6 coat hooks
• 6 x clear pockets for name/picture
W1045 x D195 x H330mm
PT462

£140.00

Storage Bench (Large)

• Sturdy, durable storage bench
• Use to store shoes, bags etc.
W1045 x D400 x H485mm - Seating height 385mm
PT461
PT798
PT799

Empty
3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£179.00
£209.00
£244.00

Storage Bench (Small)

• Sturdy, durable storage bench
• Use to store shoes, bags etc.
W700 x D400 x H485mm - Seating height 385mm
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PT494
PT487
PT488

Empty
2 clear tubs
2 baskets

£145.00
£167.00
£205.00

10

Year
Guarantee

Easy
Access

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

NEW

Wall Mountable Top Hooks

• Wall mounted unit with 8 coat hooks
• 8 x clear pockets for name/picture
W1040 x D54 x H200mm
PT952

£118.00

Sturdy hooks and clear pockets for name / picture

A variety of Early Years Zones & Room Environments, created to provide
inspiration for your setting. Each one features a selection of co-ordinated
furniture, carefully selected to achieve a themed area or enclosure.

Zones & Room Environments

Zones & Room Environments
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Create

your space...

In creating room plans, we apply our expert knowledge and experience, to ensure we create a space which not only meets aesthetic expectations but also
delivers a functional and flexible solution. Whilst we understand that all requirements vary, for inspiration we’ve created this Baby Room Environment, which
demonstrates the key furniture elements required to deliver a practical
and nurturing space.

Baby Room Environment
2
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2D Line Drawing

Free Room Planning
As part of this service we will supply detailed drawings, a comprehensive quote,
plus practical advice and product information.
So let us take the hassle out of the project for you, and give us
a call on 01526 354 404, or email planning@millhousedesign.co.uk
to discuss your requirements.
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3D CAD Drawing

Featured products
No. Part number Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

PT417
PT209
PT377
PT376
PT606
PT607
PT626
PT602
PT828
PT738
PT511
PT963
PT600

Pull Up Mirror
Natural Kitchen Storage Unit
Natural Kitchen Sink
Natural Kitchen Cooker
Low Mirror Play Unit with Baskets
Low Level 90o Corner Unit
Mirror Add-on
Low Level Storage Bench with Baskets
Sleep Pod
Small Rectangular Table and 4 Sturdy Chairs
Twinkle Trail
Small Cosy Cove
Clear View Low Browser

Page Number
88
116
116
116
40
40
54
44
93
70
76
96
44
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Zones & Room Environments

Baby Zone

Toddler Gate Panel

Toddler Clear Panel

Toddler Low Arch Panel

Toddler Activity A Panel

Panel Connectors

W780 x D40 x H700mm

W780 x D40 x H700mm

W780 x D40 x H810mm

W780 x D40 x H700mm

• Fits all Millhouse play panels

• Fun play gate with sliding catch
• Supplied with two joining blocks
PT368

£136.00

• Safety perspex screen for visibility
• Supplied with two joining blocks
PT363

Clear View Low Browser

• Two movable dividers allow you to condense
or expand the storage compartments to
accommodate books, toys and games
• Super tough clear sides
• Rounded solid beech grab rails (H310mm)
W900 x D400 x H360mm
PT600

£253.00

£101.00

• A low level arch for toddlers to explore
• Supplied with two joining blocks
PT364

Tilt Tote Storage

• Holds 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
6 clear tubs
6 baskets

PT369		

Low Mirror Play Unit

• Removable safety mirror play surface
• Top ledge creates enclosed play area
• Resources accessible from both sides
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm

W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT642
PT682

£81.00

• Double-sided sliding disks
• Supplied with two joining blocks

£244.00
£288.00

Finishing Touches

PT605
PT606

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£296.00
£322.00

£113.00

• Includes two brackets to connect one
panel to furniture or wall

PT630

£41.00

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back
• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

£330.00

NEW
Pull Up and Play Mirror

Wooden Stacker
• Mix, match and play stackers
• Includes 8 circular pieces of different sizes
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Overall dimensions: W120 x D120 x H190mm
3232054 Rainbow		
£35.00
3232047 Natural		
£35.00

Sensory Blocks
• 4 different shapes
• Set of 16

Smallest Piece: W70 x D35 x H70mm
3178888		
£48.00

• Made from solid beech
• Shatterproof safety mirror
• 3 handrail positions
W1000 x D43 x H730mm
PT417

See pg. 88 for further information

£210.00

Baby Zone

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Easy
Access

Specially designed for children aged 6 months to 2 years, the Baby Zone is a cosy and safe
environment within which children can discover and play. Featuring low level storage units, this
zone allows young children easy access to toys and resources, whilst the Large Pull Up and Play
Mirror is perfect for helping to steady toddlers on their feet.

Special Offer Save £269

Zone Area:
3.64m
2.70m

Zones & Room Environments

Save up to £269 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT549
With clear tubs
Each £1760.00
PT539
With large baskets
Each £1920.00
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Explorer Zone
Removable safety
mirror surface
Clear View Low Browser

• Two movable dividers allow you to condense or expand the storage
compartments to accommodate books, toys and games
• Super tough clear sides
• Rounded solid beech grab rails (H310mm)
W900 x D400 x H360mm
PT600 		

Low Mirror Play Unit

• Resources accessible from both sides
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT601
PT602

W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT605
PT606

£253.00

Low Level Storage Bench

• Removable safety mirror play surface
• Top ledge creates enclosed play area
• Resources accessible from both sides
3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£296.00
£322.00

£237.00
£262.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror
Mobile Mirror Storage Unit

Tall Unit with Display and Mirror Back

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

PT586
PT583

PT609
PT610

• Removable double-sided safety mirror
• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

£324.00
£348.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

Finishing Touches

Building Blocks - Rectangular Set
• 68 blocks in clear tub
• 3 different shapes
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PT475

£140.00

Sensory Blocks
• 4 different shapes
• Set of 16

Smallest Piece: W70 x D35 x H70mm
3178888			£48.00

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£288.00
£337.00

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back
• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

£330.00

For wooden and sensory blocks see pg.144

Wooden Stacker
• Mix, match and play stackers
• Includes 8 circular pieces of different sizes

Overall dimensions: W120 x D120 x H190mm
3232054 Rainbow		
£35.00
3232047 Natural		
£35.00

Low Level 90o Corner Unit

• Join two units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
W500 x D500 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT607

£204.00

Explorer Zone
With its open and accessible layout, the Explorer Zone helps create a perfect environment for
young children to play and learn. The units selected for this zone are the ideal height for children
under 3, making this a perfect layout for baby and toddler rooms. This zone also benefits from
excellent storage capacity and a great selection of versatile units.

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Special Offer Save £287
Save up to £287 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT598
With clear tubs
Each £1658.00
PT561
With large baskets
Each £1769.00

Zone Area:
3.00m
2.31m

Zones & Room Environments
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Cosy Reading Zone

Clear View Low Browser

• Two movable dividers allow you to condense

Mobile Clear View Browser

or expand the storage compartments to
accommodate books, toys and games
• Super tough clear sides
• Rounded solid beech grab rails (H310mm)

• Two movable dividers
• Super tough clear sides
• Lower level shelf for storage
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

W900 x D400 x H360mm
PT600 		

W900 x D400 x H660mm

£253.00

PT613

£304.00

Tall Den Cave Set

• Includes two open storage units and den cave roof add-on
• Suitable for use with baskets or tubs (sold separately)
W2250 x D900 x H1400mm
Play Space: W1450 x D900 x H1400mm
PT578
PT506

Mobile Tall Book Display

£573.00
£573.00

Double-sided Book Display Unit

• Storage at back for tall books and additional shelf
• Four large book display shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

• Storage at back for tall books
• Two large accessible book display shelves
W900 x D400 x H660mm

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT619

Blue roof
Taupe roof

PT615

£322.00

£304.00

Finishing Touches
Low Level 90o Corner Unit

• Join two units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
• Ideal for creating safe free-flow areas
W500 x D500 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm

Set of 6 Large Baskets
• Large storage baskets
• Ideal for A4 paper and resources
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W270 x D360 x H190mm
PT632

£110.00

Building Blocks - Multi-shape Set
• 89 blocks in clear tub
• 11 different shapes

Set of 4 Round Baskets
• Set of 4 rattan baskets
• 2 x Dia310 x H110mm
• 2 x Dia350 x H130mm
PT878

PT477
£65.00

£191.00

PT607

£204.00

The Cosy Reading Zone is the ideal tranquil setting for children to read and relax, or enjoy some
quiet play. The den featured in this zone can be used to create a cosy area which you can
decorate to suit a chosen theme or activity. Finish this zone with our large baskets (available
separately), which fit neatly on the shelves of the den unit.
Choose from either a blue or taupe den cave roof.

Zone Area:
3.35m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Special Offer Save £198
Save £198 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT599
Blue roof (baskets not included)
Each
PT507
Taupe roof (baskets not included)
Each

£1762.00
£1762.00

2.31m

Zones & Room Environments

Cosy Reading Zone
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Create

your space...

In creating room plans, we apply our expert knowledge and experience, to ensure we create a space which not only meets aesthetic expectations but also
delivers a functional and flexible solution. Whilst we understand that all requirements vary, for inspiration we’ve created this Toddler Room Environment, which
demonstrates the key furniture elements required to deliver a
practical and enabling space.

Toddler Room Environment
4

1
5

7
2

3
6

2D Line Drawing

9

8

Free Room Planning
As part of this service we will supply detailed drawings, a comprehensive quote,
plus practical advice and product information.
So let us take the hassle out of the project for you, and give us
a call on 01526 354 404, or email planning@millhousedesign.co.uk
to discuss your requirements.

3D CAD Drawing

Featured products
No. Part number Description
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

PT947
PT562
PT624
PT924
PT505
PT496
PT619
PT232
PT743

Welsh Dresser with 6 x baskets
Double-sided 2 in 1 Easel plus Storage Trolley
Double-sided Creative Unit
Slumberstore Freestanding
Low Level Den Cave Set
Mini Sand and Water Station (440mm height)
Mobile Tall Book Display
Small Hollow Blocks Set
Small Rectangular Table and 4 x Beech Stacking Chairs

Page Number
50
139
138
90
104
132
48
147
71
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Zones & Room Environments

Home Zone

Sweeping 45° Storage Unit
3 Seat Sofa

• High quality cover is durable and easy to clean

• Storage unit with shelves
• Resources accessible from both sides
• Use to create a curve or ‘S’ shape

W1100 x D500 x H500mm

W900 x D455 x H660mm

PT974

			

£268.00

PT785

Stamford Kitchen

• Hard-wearing, scratch resistant, wipe clean melamine surfaces
• Maple wood grain finish
• 600mm worktop height - perfect for 3 years+

£217.00

W1600 x D360 x H820mm
PT239

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island

£262.00
£262.00
£262.00

Table H400, Chair H210mm
Table H460, Chair H260mm
Table H530, Chair H310mm

£485.00

Tall 90o Corner Unit

Small Rectangular Table and 4 Beech Stacking Chairs
PT742
PT743
PT744

Maple

W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT614

£236.00

Finishing Touches
Mobile Tall Unit with Theatre Add-on

• Theatre add-on with washable fabric curtains
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

Small Round Table
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W500 x D500 x H320mm
PT443

£91.00

W160 x D240 x H80mm
PT631

W900 x D400 x H1370mm - Top shelf: H560mm

Large Round Basket
• Rattan storage basket
• Great storage capacity

Set of 12 Small Baskets
• Handy storage baskets
• Ideal for free play settings
£85.00

Dia700 x H250mm
PT879

£99.00

PT557
PT982
PT556
PT981

6 clear tubs with purple curtains
6 clear tubs with taupe curtains
6 baskets with purple curtains
6 baskets with taupe curtains

£390.00
£390.00
£440.00
£440.00

Children love imitating activities or events they have experienced at home, and this zone
encourages them to do just that. Whether they are independently exploring the environment,
or engaging in group role play, this zone encourages social development and imagination.
Accessible units provide an opportunity to discover toys and resources, whilst child sized chairs,
appliances and kitchen, create a realistic play setting.

Zone Area:
3.40m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Special Offer Save £185
Save £185 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT529 With clear tubs and purple curtains
Set £1890.00
PT980 With clear tubs and taupe curtains
Set £1890.00

2.70m

Zones & Room Environments

Home Zone
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Imagination Zone
Panel Connectors

• Join panels to furniture or walls at any angle
• Includes two brackets to connect one
panel to furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

Open Storage Unit

Toddler Market Stall

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
PT608

Mobile Tall Unit with Divider

• Made from birch plywood
• Suitable for children aged 18months+
• Accessories not included

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Removable double-sided Velcro display divider
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

W630 x D340 x H850mm - Counter: H400mm

£249.00

PT389

£41.00

W900 x D400 x H1040mm - Top shelf: H560mm

£161.00

PT570
PT567

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£410.00
£454.00

Natural Kitchen Set (H400mm)

Extra Wide Open Storage Unit

5 Play Panel Set

W350 x D320 x H400mm (each)

W1200 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

W780 x D40 x H700mm (each) - Tall Arch: H1310mm

PT616

PT559

• Extra wide unit for storing larger items
• Ideal for storing resources
• Resources accessible from both sides

• Birch plywood with anti finger-trap hinges
• Suitable for children aged 18months+
• Sink, fridge, cooker & washer
PT388

£371.00

Finishing Touches

£312.00

• Clear and fence panels increase visibility
• Mirror and activity panels for play
• Tall arch allows easy access
£518.00

For wooden vehicles and blocks see pg.145-146

Tall 90o Corner Unit

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

Giant Vehicles Set
• Made from birch plywood with beech wooden people
• Set of 5
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PT408

£384.00

Building Blocks - Rectangular Set
• 68 blocks in clear tub
• 3 different shapes

PT475			

£140.00

PT614

£236.00

Imagination Zone

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

This versatile zone benefits from a selection of different units including: room divider panels, easy
access storage, play panels, kitchen units and shop. There is plenty of variety to engage young
children and encourage play, as well as discovery. As with all Millhouse Zones, the units are quick
and easy to reconfigure into different layouts to meet your requirements.

Special Offer Save £298

Zone Area:
3.13m

3.22m

Zones & Room Environments

Save up to £298 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT596
With clear tubs
Each £2288.00
PT560
With large baskets
Each £2321.00
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Dressing Up Play Zone

Open Storage Unit

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
• W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT608

£249.00

Tilt Tote Storage

• Holds 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT642
PT682

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

Mobile Dressing Up Unit

£244.00
£288.00

• Double-sided unit perfect for storing dressing up
clothes and accessories

• 6 coat hooks on each side
• Full length mirror on one end
• 3 clear tubs for storage
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W1000 x D400 x H1100mm
PT641

£325.00

Tall Archway Panel

• Open archway for easy access
• Connects to wall or unit
• Supplied with two joining blocks
W780 x D40 x H1310mm

Easy Access Storage Unit

• Two fixed dividers (3 compartments)
• Large safety mirror on side
• Ideal for storing blocks for easy access
W900 x D400 x H430mm
PT635

£220.00

PT375

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror
Back

£99.00

• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

£330.00

Finishing Touches
Mobile Tall Unit with Theatre Add-on

Free Standing Mirror
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• 2 in 1 floor and full length mirror
W400 x D350 x H950mm
PT286
		
£112.00

• Theatre add-on with washable fabric curtains
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

Set of 12 Small Baskets
• Handy storage baskets
• Ideal for free play settings

W160 x D240 x H80mm
PT631

W900 x D400 x H1370mm - Top shelf: H560mm
£85.00

For free standing mirror see pg.128

PT557
PT982
PT556
PT981

6 clear tubs with purple curtains
6 clear tubs with taupe curtains
6 baskets with purple curtains
6 baskets with taupe curtains

£390.00
£390.00
£440.00
£440.00

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one 		
panel to furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

£41.00

Dressing up is fun to do and this zone creates the perfect environment for that. Not only does
the Dressing Up Play Zone have great storage capacity, but the interactive elements such as the
Theatre Add-on and Dressing Up Trolley, help support creative role play and nurture imagination.
The zone features a variety of storage units with varying heights, to allow easy access for children
of all ages.

Zone Area:
3.00m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Special Offer Save £340
Save £340 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT550 Includes tubs and large baskets as pictured with purple curtains Set £1693.00
PT983 Includes tubs and large baskets as pictured with taupe curtains Set £1693.00

3.00m

Zones & Room Environments

Dressing Up Play Zone
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Creativity Zone

Double-sided Creative Unit

• Features a ribbon reel holder
• Supplied with 3 clear tubs
• Includes 4 clear paint/pen pots
• Small shelves can store 4 small baskets
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

Tall 90o Corner Unit

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT614

Storage space
for 10
additional racks

£236.00

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT624

£362.00

Double-sided Whiteboard Easel plus
Storage Trolley
• Double-sided whiteboard easel
• Wipe clean melamine surfaces
• 8 clear paint/pen pots included
• 4 shallow tubs included
• Handy as small storage trolley
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W680 x D600 x H1210mm
PT562 		

Open Storage Unit

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility

• 10 height adjustable racks
• Unit holds up to 20 racks (10 sold separately)
• Racks are fully removable
• Fits up-to A2 paper
W710 x D510 x H1085mm
PT622
PT623

Unit with 10 racks
Pack of 10 extra racks

£437.00

Tall Unit with Display and Mirror Back
• Velcro fabric for display on reverse
• Free removable mirror which attaches to Velcro

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

PT608

PT609
PT610

£249.00

Drying Rack

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

7

£288.00
£337.00

Finishing Touches

Natural FlameShield Unframed Noticeboards
• Add to this zone to display work
• Wall fixings included
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7317H

W1800 x H600mm

For full specification and sizes visit: www.millhousedesign.co.uk

Double-sided Whiteboard Easel
• Whiteboard surface on both sides
• Wipe clean melamine surfaces
• 8 clear paint/pen pots included

Set of 12 Small Baskets
• Handy storage baskets
• Ideal for free play settings

£86.00

W160 x D240 x H80mm
PT631

£85.00

W620 x D600 x H810mm
PT620 		

£262.00

£471.00
£184.00

The Creativity Zone combines functionality with inspiration. Designed to allow maximum storage
for arts and crafts materials, this zone also creates an environment which encourages expression
and imagination. All units have a maple melamine surface which is waterproof and easy to wipe
clean. Mobile units feature premium lockable castors with anti-scratch, low noise wheels.

Zone Area:
3.51m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

Special Offer Save £310
Save £310 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT597
With clear tubs (baskets not included)
Each

£1995.00

2.50m

Zones & Room Environments

Creativity Zone
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Create

your space...

In creating room plans, we apply our expert knowledge and experience, to ensure we create a space which not only meets aesthetic expectations but also
delivers a functional and flexible solution. Whilst we understand that all requirements vary, for inspiration we’ve created this Preschool Room Environment, which
demonstrates the key furniture elements required to deliver a
practical and inviting space.

Preschool Room Environment
5
4

8

2

1

3
7

2D Line Drawing

9

6

Free Room Planning
As part of this service we will supply detailed drawings, a comprehensive quote,
plus practical advice and product information.
So let us take the hassle out of the project for you, and give us
a call on 01526 354 404, or email planning@millhousedesign.co.uk
to discuss your requirements.

3D CAD Drawing

Featured products
No. Part number Description
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

PT644
PT459
DR007
DR008
PT556
PT879
PT443
PT974
PT619

Tray storage Unit (730mm height)
Sand and Water Station (590mm height)
Large Mud Kitchen
Multi Mud
Mobile Tall Unit with Theatre Add-on
Large Rattan Basket
Small Round Table
3 Seat Sofa
Mobile Tall Book Display

Page Number
60
134
150
153
55
20
73
73
41
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Zones & Room Environments

Construction Zone
Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror
Extra Wide Storage Unit with Back
Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back

• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

• Extra wide unit for storing larger items
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W1200 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT890

Tilt Tote Storage (800 x 900mm)

£351.00

• Holds 9 clear tubs or 9 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 120mm (shallow)

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

£330.00

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT708
PT709

Low Block Play Unit

• 1 x Rectangular Set, 1 x Triangle and Pillar Set, 1 x Multi-shape Set
• 1 x PT601 - low level storage bench
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: 320mm
PT473

£263.00
£331.00

9 clear tubs
9 baskets

Tall Block Play Unit

• 2 x Rectangular Sets, 2 x Triangle and Pillar Sets, 2 x Multi-shape Sets
• 1 x PT609 - tall unit with Velcro on reverse for display and removable mirror
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: 560mm

£577.00

PT474

£969.00

Small Hollow Blocks Set

• Pack size: 24 pieces
• High quality blocks
• Child safe durable clear lacquer applied to all parts

Finishing Touches

PT232

Small Block Set

Rainbow Wooden
Blocks in Sack
• Wooden blocks in a
handy cotton sack

• Set of 100
3232009

£40.00

Sensory Blocks
• 4 different shapes
• Set of 16

Smallest Piece: W70 x D35 x H70mm
3178888		
£48.00
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£224.00

For wooden blocks see pg.144

10 x Squares
W140 x D140 x H70mm

4 x Ramps
W280 x D140 x H70mm

6 x Small Rectangles
W280 x D140 x H70mm

4 x Large Rectangles
W560 x D140 x H70mm

NEW

Problem solving, cooperative play and hand-eye coordination, are just some of the many skills
that construction play helps to promote. Our Construction Zone combines versatile storage and
different types of blocks, to create the ideal construction play space. The Low and Tall Block Units
come fully furnished with three different types of natural blocks.

Zone Area:
2.80m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

Special Offer Save £499
Save £499 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT984
With clear tubs and rectangular baskets as shown
Set

£3252.00

2.10m

Zones & Room Environments

Construction Zone
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Role Play Zone

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back
• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

PT608

£249.00

£330.00

Tilt Tote Storage

• Holds 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT642
PT682

Mobile Tall Unit with Shop Canopy Add-on

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

Open Storage Unit

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£244.00
£288.00

• Shop canopy with washable fabric awning
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H1040mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT564
PT563

Double Door Panel

• Double doors with cut-out detail
• Supplied with two joining blocks
W780 x D40 x H1200mm
PT268

Whiteboard Panel

Tall 90o Corner Unit

• Double-sided whiteboard
• Supplied with two joining blocks

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island

W780 x D40 x H1200mm
£132.00

PT274

£404.00
£454.00

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
£132.00

PT614

£236.00

Finishing Touches
Wooden Stacker
• Mix, match and play stackers
• Includes 8 circular pieces of different sizes
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Natural Wooden Blocks in Sack
• Wooden blocks in a handy cotton sack
• Set of 100
3232016

£40.00

Overall dimensions: W120 x D120 x H190mm
3232054 Rainbow		
£35.00
3232047 Natural		
£35.00

Set of 12 Small Baskets
• Handy storage baskets
• Ideal for free play settings

W160 x D240 x H80mm
PT631

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one panel to
£85.00

For wooden blocks see pg.144

furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

£41.00

A fun and interactive zone which creates an exciting environment for children to engage in role
play. The furniture units and role play panels can be easily re-configured as required, to suit the
room space available. All surfaces are made from scratch resistant maple melamine with solid
beech features which are durable, hard-wearing and easy to clean.

Zone Area:
3.12m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

Special Offer Save £358
Save £358 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT544
With large baskets (small baskets not included)
Each

£1545.00

3.00m

Zones & Room Environments

Role Play Zone
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Discovery Zone

Tilt Tote Storage (800 x 900mm)
• Holds 9 clear tubs or 9 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 120mm (shallow)
W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT708
PT709

9 clear tubs
9 baskets

£263.00
£331.00

Play Tray Activity Table

The play and learning possibilities are endless with the Play Tray
Activity Table. The sturdy and robust stand features a removable
tray which has an easy clean surface. Ideal for messy play, small
world and much more.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish with rounded edges for safety and no splinters
W1170 x L1170 x H530mm
DR034

£530.00

4 Column Shelf Storage

• Storage unit with space for 8 jumbo size trays
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
W1386 x D465 x H900mm
PT686
PT696

Without trays		
With trays

£289.00
£362.00

Finishing Touches
Potion Bench - 3 Station

Create magical potions and explore different textures with this study,
freestanding unit featuring 3 x removable bowls and a lower storage
shelf for pots, pans and other resources.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish with rounded edges for safety and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W450 x L1200 x H470mm

Set of 4 Round Baskets
• Set of 4 rattan baskets
• 2 x Dia310 x H110mm
• 2 x Dia350 x H130mm
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PT878

DR053
£65.00

£569.00

Busy Bench

Freestanding, versatile bench which can be used for a variety of
activities, whether it’s messy play, construction or crafts. Features a
low level storage shelf.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish with rounded edges for safety and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W560 x L1200 x H610mm (550mm worktop height)
DR016

£610.00

This unique combination of units creates a theme which nurtures discovery, encourages
exploratory play and allows children to develop their imagination.
The Play Tray Activity table and Potion Bench are ideal for exploring different textures and
materials, whist the Tilt Tote and Column Shelf units help to organise resources and make them
easily accessible for children.

Zone Area:
3.25m

Gold
Service
Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

Special Offer Save £113
Save £113 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT989
With large baskets
Each

£2216.00

2.28m

Zones & Room Environments

Discovery Zone
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Art Zone

Double-sided Creative Unit

Tall Unit with Display and Mirror Back

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

• Features a ribbon reel holder
• Supplied with 3 clear tubs
• Includes 4 clear paint/pen pots
• Small shelves can store 4 small baskets
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT609
PT610

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT624

£362.00

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£288.00
£337.00

Double-sided Whiteboard Easel
plus Storage Trolley
• Double-sided whiteboard easel
• Wipe clean melamine surfaces
• 8 clear paint/pen pots included
• 4 shallow tubs included
• Handy as small storage trolley
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W680 x D600 x H1210mm
PT562 		

Open Storage Unit

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
• Holds 3 large baskets on each shelf (sold separately)
PT608

• Holds 9 baskets or 9 clear tubs
• Removable display top divider
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W900 x D400 x H900mm
PT538
PT535

9 clear tubs
9 baskets

£418.00
£485.00

£437.00

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one panel
to furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

Mobile Shelf with Back

£41.00

£249.00

Finishing Touches
Tall 90o Corner Unit

Nature Chalkboard (set of 4)
P149701/4
P149702/4
P149703/4
P149706/4

Set of 12 Small Baskets
• Handy storage baskets
• Ideal for free play settings
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W160 x D240 x H80mm
PT631

£85.00

W350 x H350mm
W450 x H450mm
W550 x H550mm
W850 x H850mm

£50.00
£85.00
£144.00
£260.00

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
• Ideal for creating safe free-flow areas
W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT614

£236.00

Chalkboard Panel

• Double-sided chalkboard
• Supplied with two joining blocks
W780 x D40 x H1200mm
PT269

£132.00

Art Zone

Delivery

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Flexible

Special Offer Save £285
Save £285 and receive Free Gold Service Delivery when you buy this zone
PT548
Includes clear tubs and large baskets as pictured
Each

£1968.00

Zones & Room Environments

Inspiring little minds to be creative is exactly what our Art Zone is designed to do. This zone has
excellent storage solutions for art and craft materials, and is the perfect environment for children
to create their very own masterpiece. Whether they use the easel to paint, or the chalkboard
panel to draw, the theme is the same - create and play!

Gold
Service

Zone Area:
3.00m

2.27m
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Dressing Up Zone

10

Year
Guarantee

Explore dressing up fun, with this super mini zone. Dressing up clothes and accessories are easily
accessible for children, plus the enclosed area provides a great space to select the perfect outfit
before making a grand entrance!

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Flexible

Special Offer Save £76
Save £76 when you buy this zone
PT541
With clear tubs

Each £674.00

8

Mobile Dressing Up Unit

• Double-sided unit perfect for storing dressing up clothes and
accessories.

• Full length mirror on one end and 6 coat hooks on each side.
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Supplied with 3 clear tubs
W1000 x D400 x H1100mm
PT641

£325.00

Zone Area:
1.97m
1.90m

Tilt Tote Storage

• Holds 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 190mm
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W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT642
6 clear tubs
PT682
6 baskets

£244.00
£288.00

Tall Archway Panel

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one panel to 		
furniture or a wall at any angle
• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

£41.00

• Open archway for easy access
• Supplied with two joining blocks
W780 x D40 x H1310mm
PT375

£99.00

Messy Play Zone

10

Year
Guarantee

The Mini Messy Play Zone encourages sensory development and provides the ideal opportunity
for children to experiment with sand and water play. The Mobile Trolley and Tilt Tote Storage units
featured in this zone, are ideal for housing creative resources which can be easily accessed by
young children. As with all zones, the units are quick and easy to re-configure to
suit your requirements.

Free Room
Planning

Easy
Access

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Special Offer Save £141
Save £141 when you buy this zone
PT530
With clear tubs (baskets not included)

Each £1012.00

Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back
Mobile unit with 3 shelves
Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
Velcro display surface on reverse
Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

Zone Area:
2.4m

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT618

£330.00
2.4m

7

Tilt Tote Storage (800 x 900mm)
• Holds 9 clear tubs or 9 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Tub/basket height 120mm
W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT708
PT709

9 clear tubs
9 baskets

£263.00
£331.00

Canopy and Accessory Kit

Sand and Water Station (440mm high)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suitable for 2 years+
Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
Includes wooden lid
Features screw on bung for emptying water
Available in 290mm and 590mm heights (see pg.134 for details)

activity shelf for holding these items

• Canopy is made from washable, wipe clean fabric
• Attaches to sand and water station with supplied Allen
key and bolts

W1200 x D560 x H1100mm
Height when attached to PT458: H1440mm

W1100 x D620 x H440mm
PT458

• Accessory kit features funnels and plastic tubing plus an adjustable

£361.00

Zones & Room Environments

•
•
•
•

PT460

				£199.00
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Hide & Seek Zone

10

Year
Guarantee

Combining storage and play, the Mini Hide and Seek Zone is ideal for allowing children to explore
in a safe environment. The configuration shown creates a semi-enclosed area to support the
hide and seek theme, however low level units have been used in this zone to ensure visibility.

Free Room
Planning

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Flexible

Special Offer Save £168
Save £168 when you buy this zone
PT540
With clear tubs

Each £987.00

Low Display Storage Unit

• Removable double-sided Velcro display board
• Resources accessible from both sides
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

Without Castors
PT595
PT592

With Castors
PT587
PT584

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£307.00
£333.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£316.00
£342.00

Zone Area:
2.70m
1.85m

* Red blanket not included

Removable safety mirror surface

Low Mirror Play Unit
Toddler Maple Panel

Toddler Low Archway Panel

Low Level 90o Corner Unit

W780 x D40 x H700mm

W780 x D40 x H810mm

W500 x D500 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm

• Plain panel for dividing space
• Supplied with two joining blocks
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PT360

£93.00

• A low level arch for toddlers to explore
• Supplied with two joining blocks
PT364

£81.00

• Join two units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
PT607

£204.00

• Removable safety mirror play surface
• Top ledge creates enclosed play area
• Resources accessible from both sides
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT605
PT606

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£296.00
£322.00

Library Zone

10

Year
Guarantee

Promote literacy skills and a love of reading with our Mini Library Zone. There’s plenty of book
storage space, plus a configuration that creates an ideal cosy reading environment. As a finishing
touch, why not add some comfy cushions, such as our Rainbow Soft Cushion Set (page 74).

Free Room
Planning

Easy
Access

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Special Offer Save £190
Save £190 when you buy this zone
PT542
With baskets

Each £1027.00

Low Display Storage Unit

• Removable double-sided Velcro display board
• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
Without Castors

PT595
PT592

With Castors

PT587
PT584

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£307.00
£333.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£316.00
£342.00
Zone Area:
3.64m
2.70m

Back
Mobile Tall Book Display

• Four large book display shelves
• Storage at back for tall books and additional shelf
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Sturdy construction

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
• Holds 3 large baskets on each shelf (sold separately)
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT619

Open Storage Unit

£322.00

PT608

£249.00

Double-sided Book Display Unit

Front

• Two large accessible book display shelves
• Storage at back for tall books

Zones & Room Environments

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT615

£304.00
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Storage
Whatever your storage requirements may be, we’ll have a solution which not only meets your needs, but exceeds
your expectations. We have a wide variety of storage units from book storage and tray storage, to easy access
low level units, which encourage children to explore their environment and help themselves to resources. To
make it easier to select the units which best meet your needs, we’ve grouped the majority of our range into low,
medium and tall units. By identifying the height of the units, it is easier to gauge the room/age suitability for the
children. Our team are on hand to help should you require any advice, and our free room design service is ideal
if you need assistance with room planning.

Low Level
Top Shelf: H320mm

Medium
Top Shelf: H560mm

Tall
Top Shelf: H720 - H800mm

All of our storage units benefit from the following features:

Quality
All Millhouse furniture is manufactured in the UK from
premium grade maple melamine. This provides a
hard-wearing, scratch resistant, easy clean surface that
can be cleaned with anti-bacterial sprays.

Innovation
Add-on
Compatible

Fully
Assembled
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Flexibility
Flexible

10

There is no complicated or expensive method of
joining the furniture, products simply butt together,
providing the flexibility to quickly and easily re-configure
environments.

10 Year Guarantee

Many of our products have innovative features which
Year
add versatility and value to our products. These include: Guarantee
a soft Velcro surface on the reverse of units for display
and unit add-ons which can be used to turn furniture into
practical room dividers.

By combining traditional woodworking with modern
fixings, our furniture is engineered to last, that’s why all
furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee.
(Excludes baskets, tubs, trays and other consumable
items all of which have a 1 year guarantee).

Fully Assembled

Easy Access

The vast majority of our furniture products are delivered
fully assembled to save you hassle and time. Products
which cannot be delivered fully assembled, require
simple self-assembly with the Allen key supplied.

Easy
Access

Free Room Planning

All items in the range are designed to be easily
accessible by children, enabling them to explore their
environment.

For further information please see page 182.

Functional storage is an essential part of any early years environment.
Our comprehensive storage range has been designed with flexibility,
durability and safety in mind.

Storage

Storage
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Low Level Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Low level units are the perfect height for creating an enabling environment which encourages
independence and exploratory play.

• Resources accessible from both sides
• Sturdy construction
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm

W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
3 clear tubs
3 baskets

Add-on
Compatible

Low Level Storage Bench

• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Sturdy construction
PT603
PT604

Fully
Assembled

Low Level
Top Shelf: H320mm

Add-on
Compatible

Mobile Low Level Unit

Easy Clean
Surfaces

PT601
PT602

£246.00
£271.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£237.00
£262.00

Removable safety
mirror surface

Low Mirror Play Unit

Clear View Low Browser

W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm

• Super tough clear sides
• Rounded solid beech grab rails (H310mm)

PT605
PT606

PT600 		£253.00

• Removable safety mirror surface
• Top ledge creates enclosed play area
• Resources accessible from both sides
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3 clear tubs
3 baskets

• Two movable dividers allow you to condense or 		
expand the storage compartments

£296.00
£322.00

W900 x D400 x H360mm

Sliding wooden dividers

Low Level Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

The units featured in this section provide a practical solution for storage whilst at the same time,
providing easy access for young children.

Kinder Box

Fully
Assembled

Low Level
Top Shelf: H320mm

Easy Access Storage Unit

• Storage unit with 4 compartments
• Each compartment is 288 x 260mm
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

• Two fixed dividers
• Large safety mirror side
• Ideal for storing blocks for easy access

W615 x D595 x H350mm
PT787

Easy
Access

W900 x D400 x H430mm
£153.00

PT635

£220.00

Low Level 90o Corner Unit

Storage

• Join two units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
• Ideal for creating safe free-flow areas
W500 x D500 x H430mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT607
PT800
PT801

Empty
2 clear tubs
2 baskets

£204.00
£226.00
£237.00

No complicated or expensive method of joining the furniture, products simply butt together, providing the flexibility to quickly and
easily re-configure environments.
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Low Level Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

These low level display units with add-ons, perfectly combine storage with a useful divider
feature. The display and whiteboard dividers are ideal for displaying work and information, whilst
the mirror divider is perfect for sensory use and play. All divider panels are double-sided.

Low Display Storage Unit

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Low Level
Top Shelf: H320mm

Low Mirror Storage Unit

Low Magnetic Storage Unit

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

Without Castors

Without Castors

• Removable double-sided Velcro display board
• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

PT595
PT592

With Castors
PT587
PT584
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Flexible

3 clear tubs
3 baskets
3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£307.00
£333.00
£316.00
£342.00

• Removable double-sided safety mirror
• Resources accessible from both sides
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

PT594
PT591

With Castors
PT586
PT583

• Removable double-sided white enamelled steel for
use with magnets

W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H320mm

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£313.00
£337.00

Without Castors

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£324.00
£348.00

With Castors

PT593
PT590
PT585
PT582

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£322.00
£347.00

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£330.00
£355.00

Medium Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

From practical storage solutions to play themed units, our comprehensive and coordinated
range will suit all environments and budgets.
These medium height storage units, represent excellent quality combined with flexibility.

Sweeping 45° Storage Unit

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Medium
Top Shelf: H560mm

Tall 90o Corner Unit

• Storage unit with 3 shelves
• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
• Use two or more to make a curve or ‘S’ shape

• Join two tall units in a smooth curve
• Use four corners to create an island
W500 x D500 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT614
PT804
PT805

W900 x D455 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT785

Flexible

£217.00

Empty
3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£236.00
£257.00
£277.00

Open Storage Unit

Quad Corner Unit

W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

tubs or baskets.
• Ideal for use with tray storage units

• Resources accessible from both sides
• No dividers for added versatility
PT608

• Freestanding storage unit complete with three clear

£249.00

W465 x D465 x H630mm
PT671
PT672

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£192.00
£223.00

Storage

Add-on
Compatible
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Medium Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

With multiple shelves and a double-sided design, these mobile units not only offer efficient and
practical storage, but can easily be transported within a room or between different rooms, as
required. Made from hard-wearing maple melamine which is durable and easy to clean.

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Medium
Top Shelf: H560mm

Front

Front

Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror

Mobile Double-sided Trolley

Mobile Tall Book Display

• Double-sided unit
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT617

£304.00

• Four large book display shelves
• Storage at back for tall books and additional shelf
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Sturdy construction
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT619
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Back

Back

Double-sided

Mobile Trolley with Display and Mirror Back
• Mobile unit with 3 shelves
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W900 x D400 x H800mm - Top shelf: H560mm

£322.00

PT618

£330.00

Medium Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Medium
Top Shelf: H560mm

Extra Wide Open Storage Unit
• Extra wide unit for storing larger items
• Ideal for storing wooden blocks
• Resources accessible from both sides

Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror

Extra Wide Storage Unit with Back

• Extra wide unit for storing larger items
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

W1200 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT616

£312.00

W1200 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT890

£351.00

Mobile Clear View Storage Unit
• Two movable dividers
• Super tough clear sides
• Supplied with tubs or baskets
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

• Two movable dividers
• Super tough clear sides
• Storage space on lower level
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT802
PT803

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

Back

Mobile Clear View Browser

£284.00
£319.00

Double-sided Book Display Unit
• Two large accessible book display shelves
• Storage at back for tall books
W900 x D400 x H660mm

W900 x D400 x H660mm
PT613

£304.00

PT615

Storage

Front

£304.00
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Medium Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

These versatile units can be used with or without an add-on.
Add-on’s are ideal for creating a combination to suit your space and requirements.

NEW

Add-on
Compatible

Unit with Display and Mirror Back

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT609
PT610
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6 clear tubs
6 baskets

Welsh Dresser Display Storage

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H1260mm

£288.00
£337.00

PT946
PT947

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£391.00
£479.00

Medium Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

NEW
Add-on
Compatible

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: H560mm

PT611
PT612

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£316.00
£367.00

Mobile Welsh Dresser Display Storage

• Storage unit with choice of tubs or baskets
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H1260mm
PT948
PT949

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£420.00
£482.00

Mobile Unit with Add-on

• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Top add-ons can be easily removed and interchanged
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W900 x D400 x H1040mm - Top shelf: H560mm

With Top Display Add-on
PT570
PT567

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

With Top Mirror Add-on
PT569
PT566

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

With Top Magnetic Whiteboard Add-on
PT568
PT565

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£407.00
£451.00
£410.00
£454.00
£416.00
£460.00

Storage

Mobile Unit with Display and Mirror Back
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Tall Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

These tall units are the perfect solution for when storage is limited. Made from scratch resistant
maple melamine with solid beech features which are durable, hard-wearing and easy to clean.

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Tall
Top Shelf: H720mm+

Add-on
Compatible

Display surface on reverse with free
removable mirror

Front

Display surface
on reverse with
free removable
mirror

W900 x D400 x H1280mm - Top shelf: H800mm

Mobile Shelf with Back

With Top Display Add-on

• Holds 9 baskets or 9 clear tubs
• Maximises storage
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

PT538
PT535

W900 x D400 x H900mm - Top shelf: H800mm
PT680
PT681
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9 clear tubs
9 baskets

Mobile Shelf with Top Add-on

• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Top add-ons can be easily removed and interchanged
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

£310.00
£376.00

9 clear tubs		£418.00
9 baskets		£485.00

With Top Mirror Add-on
PT537
PT534

9 clear tubs		£421.00
9 baskets		£488.00

With Top Magnetic Whiteboard Add-on
PT536
PT533

9 clear tubs		£427.00
9 baskets		£494.00

Back
Large Access Shelf Unit

• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W1200 x D400 x H1000mm - Top shelf: H720mm
PT639

£397 .00

Tall Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Designed to maximise storage within your early years school or nursery setting, these units are tall
and double-sided. Ideal for dividing areas and creating well defined zones.

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Tall
Top Shelf: H720mm+

Front

Large Book Display Unit

• Larger height and width means more room for books
• Storage at back for tall books and additional shelf
• Four large book display shelves
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W1200 x D400 x H1000mm - Top shelf: H770mm
PT634

£382.00

Large Double-sided Trolley

• Double-sided unit
• Holds up to 30 small baskets (sold separately)
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W1000 x D500 x H1000mm - Top shelf: H720mm
PT640

£355.00

Mobile Double-sided Book Display

• Made from premium maple melamine
• 2 large accessible book display shelves on either side
• Lower level storage shelf
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Baskets not included (sold separately)
W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT633

Storage

Double-sided

Back

£315.00
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Storage Add-ons

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Create your own unique storage combination with our furniture add-ons. Simply select a
compatible base unit and add-on from the selection below. The add-ons are quick and simple
to attach using the Allen key and bolts supplied.
• Compatible with 900mm wide units
• Designed to ensure a secure fit

Display Add-on

• Double-sided Velcro
• Ideal for displays and play

Mirror Add-on

W860 x D20 x H480mm

W860 x D20 x H480mm

• Double-sided magnetic whiteboard
• Ideal for magnets and play

W860 x D20 x H480mm
PT625

Magnetic Whiteboard Add-on

£116.00

PT627

£125.00

Shop Canopy Add-on

• Double-sided safety mirror
• Ideal for sensory and play
PT626

• Removable washable fabric awning
• Fabric secured using Velcro
W880 x D420 x H890mm
£119.00

PT628

£136.00

NEW

Dressing up Add-on

• Keep your dressing up clothes neat and tidy
• Join to a mobile unit for easy mobility
W860 x D380 x H860mm
PT636
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Theatre Add-on

Welsh Dresser Add-on

• Removable washable fabric curtains
• Tie-backs maximise space for puppets

• Perfect for creating additional storage
• Ideal for storing and organising resources

W860 x D80 x H760mm
£102.00

PT637 Purple fabric curtains
PT985 Taupe fabric curtains

W860 x D240 x H700mm
£110.00
£110.00

PT312 			

£143.00

Den Cave Roof Add-on

• Requires two same height units
• Removable washable fabric cover
• Simple customer assembly required
W1640 x D900 x H840mm
PT629
PT503

Blue roof
Taupe roof

£224.00
£224.00

Play Units

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Easy
Access

Combine functional storage and play with our themed units. Each one features premium
lockable castors with anti-scratch, low noise wheels for easy mobility. The add-ons (dressing up,
theatre and shop canopy) can easily be removed with the use of an Allen key.

• Dressing up add-on with hanging rail
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Resources accessible from both sides

W900 x D400 x H1180mm - Top shelf: H320mm
PT555
PT558

3 clear tubs
3 baskets

£313.00
£347.00

Mobile Tall Unit with Theatre Add-on

• Theatre add-on with washable fabric curtains
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse

Mobile Tall Unit with Shop Canopy Add-on

W900 x D400 x H1370mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT557
PT982
PT556
PT981

6 clear tubs with purple curtains
6 clear tubs with taupe curtains
6 baskets with purple curtains
6 baskets with taupe curtains

£390.00
£390.00
£440.00
£440.00

• Shop canopy with washable fabric awning
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
W900 x D400 x H1040mm - Top shelf: H560mm
PT564
PT563

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£404.00
£454.00

Storage

Mobile Unit with Dressing up Add-on
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Circular Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Beautifully made circular storage units with a choice of clear tubs or baskets.
Easy access storage with top shelf for play or display.

High Level Circular Storage Unit
• Perfect centre piece for any room
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W890 x D890 x H770mm
PT673
PT674

12 clear tubs
12 baskets

£406.00
£539.00

Low Level Circular Storage Unit
• Perfect centre piece for any room
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Ideal height for play surface
W890 x D890 x H540mm
PT690
PT691
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8 clear tubs
8 baskets

£335.00
£419.00

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Tilt Tote Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

A versatile storage solution, which is ideal for environments where flexibility is essential. Our
Tilt Tote storage units feature premium lockable, anti-scratch castors for hassle free mobility.
Tubs/baskets are inclined for easy access.
• Made from maple melamine with solid beech
• 6, 9, 12 and 18 units available
• Support rails can be used to label resources

Tilt Tote Storage 6 tubs/baskets

Tilt Tote Storage 9 tubs/baskets

Tilt Tote Storage 12 tubs/baskets

W900 x D400 x H660mm

W900 x D400 x H800mm

W1190 x D400 x H800mm

PT642
PT682

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£244.00
£288.00

• Holds 9 clear tubs or 9 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 120mm (shallow)
PT708
PT709

9 clear tubs
9 baskets

£263.00
£331.00

• Holds 12 clear tubs or 12 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 120mm (shallow)
PT710
PT711

12 clear tubs
12 baskets

£280.00
£384.00

Easy access from
both sides

Tilt Tote Double-sided Storage

• Holds 18 clear tubs or 18 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 120mm (shallow)

Storage

• Holds 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
• Inclined for easier access
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Tub/basket height 190mm (deep)

W900 x D800 x H800mm
PT712
PT713

18 Clear Tubs
18 Baskets

£293.00
£415.00
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Stepped Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Designed for storage and play, these sturdy units are made from high quality maple melamine
with solid beech. The Stepped Storage units coordinate with the rest of the range, and are
available in either right hand or left hand configurations. Each unit has six cube shaped shelves
for baskets or clear tubs. There are three handy, top display shelves for displaying toys, books or
other resources, and a Velcro display back.
•
•
•
•

Sturdy construction
Easy clean surface
Velcro display surface on reverse
Top display shelves

Stepped Storage Right Hand
• 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
W950 x D400 x H900mm
PT704
PT706

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£310.00
£376.00

Stepped Storage Left Hand
• 6 clear tubs or 6 baskets
W950 x D400 x H900mm
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PT705
PT707

6 clear tubs
6 baskets

£310.00
£376.00

Shelf Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

These Shelf Storage units are perfect for early years, not only do they allow easy access to
resources and toys, but the design of the unit means that they can be used with or without trays.
There are no built in runners, so the trays simply sit on the shelves. If you prefer the unit without
trays, they provide a handy place to store books!

3 Column Shelf Storage

• Storage unit with space for 4 jumbo size trays
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Please specify tray colour when ordering

• Storage unit with space for 12 deep trays
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Please specify tray colour when ordering

W700 x D465 x H900mm
PT685
PT694

W1045 x D465 x H900mm

Without trays		
With trays

Clear tray option

Kiwi

Blueberry

PT687
PT695

Grape

Solid Tray Colour

Clear

Without trays
With trays

Velcro display back

Mixed tray option

Translucent Tray Colour

Lemon

£189.00
£245.00

Green

Blue

Yellow

Red

4 Column Shelf Storage

• Storage unit with space for 8 jumbo size trays
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
W1386 x D465 x H900mm

£276.00
£350.00

PT686
PT696

Without trays		
With trays

£289.00
£362.00

Storage

2 Column Shelf Storage
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Tray Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Designed to fully coordinate with the range, our tray storage units are made from a premium
MDF core with clear lacquered edges. Units are designed with flexible runners to house different
depths of trays - maximising storage options and allowing units to be easily reconfigured. The
reverse of each unit features a loop nylon Velcro fabric that can be used for display and provides
a more tactile surface for young children.

Tray Storage Unit (730mm height)

Tray Storage Unit (730mm height)

Tray Storage Unit (730mm height)

deep trays.
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

deep trays
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

• 1 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and 		

• 2 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and 		

W360 x D465 x H730mm
PT697
PT698
PT683

W700 x D465 x H730mm

3 deep trays
2 shallow, 2 deep trays
6 shallow trays

£172.00
£174.00
£176.00

Translucent Tray Colour
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Lemon

Kiwi

Blueberry

Grape

PT692
PT693
PT684

6 deep trays
4 shallow, 4 deep trays
12 shallow trays

• 3 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and 		
deep trays

W1045 x D465 x H730mm
£230.00
£232.00
£239.00

PT647
PT650
PT644

9 deep trays
6 shallow, 6 deep trays
18 shallow trays

£300.00
£305.00
£319.00

Solid Tray Colour

Clear

Green

Blue

Yellow

Red

Velcro display back on reverse of
all tray storage units

10

Year
Guarantee

Free Room
Planning

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

Velcro display back on reverse
of all tray storage units

Flexible runners house shallow,
deep, extra deep and
jumbo trays

Heavy duty lockable furniture
castors with low noise,
anti-scratch wheels

Storage

Tray Storage
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Tray Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

All three column tray units (730mm, 900mm and 1080mm high) can be specified with a
double-sided panel add-on. Choose from Display Divider, Magnetic Dry Wipe Divider or Welsh
Dresser (730 & 900mm height only). The add-ons are simple to attach to the tray storage units
using the Allen key and bolts supplied.

Tray Storage Unit (900mm height)

Tray Storage Unit (1080mm height)

• 3 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and deep trays
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

• 3 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and deep trays.
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

W1045 x D465 x H900mm
PT648
PT651
PT645

NEW

W1045 x D465 x H1080mm
£336.00
£342.00
£356.00

12 deep trays
6 shallow, 9 deep trays
24 shallow trays

PT649
PT652
PT646

15 deep trays
6 shallow, 12 deep trays
30 shallow trays

Triple Column with Welsh Dresser Add-on

• 3 column tray storage unit suitable for shallow and deep trays.
• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse of tray unit
W1045 x D465 x H1327mm - Top shelf height: 730mm

£378.00
£386.00
£402.00

PT940
PT941
PT942

9 deep trays
6 shallow, 6 deep trays
18 shallow trays

£450.00
£450.00
£450.00

W1045 x D465 x H1497mm - Top shelf height: 900mm
PT943
PT944
PT945

12 deep trays
6 shallow, 9 deep trays
24 shallow trays

£490.00
£490.00
£490.00

Add-ons
W1007 x D40 x H560mm
Display panel

Magnetic panel

Translucent Tray Colour

Solid Tray Colour

Welsh dresser

PT678
PT679

Lemon

Kiwi

Blueberry

Grape

Clear

Green

Blue

Yellow

£124.00
£141.00

W1007 x D240 x H700mm
PT313
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Display panel
Magnetic panel

Red

Welsh dresser

£171.00

Tray Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

1380mm high

1550mm high

1380mm high

Triple Column with Display Divider Add-on

Triple Column with Magnetic Divider Add-on

W1045 x D465mm
H1210mm - Top shelf height: 730mm

W1045 x D465mm
H1210mm - Top shelf height: 730mm

• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

• Please specify tray colour when ordering
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
• Velcro display surface on reverse

PT656
9 deep trays
PT659
6 shallow, 6 deep trays		
PT653
18 shallow trays 		
H1380mm - Top shelf height: 900mm

£405.00
£409.00
£420.00

PT665
9 deep trays
PT668
6 shallow, 6 deep trays		
PT662
18 shallow trays 		
H1380mm - Top shelf height: 900mm

£421.00
£425.00
£435.00

PT657
12 deep trays
PT660
6 shallow, 9 deep trays		
PT654
24 shallow trays 		
H1550mm - Top shelf height: 1080mm

£439.00
£444.00
£459.00

PT666
12 deep trays
PT669
6 shallow, 9 deep trays		
PT663
24 shallow trays 		
H1550mm - Top shelf height: 1080mm

£456.00
£461.00
£474.00

PT658
PT661
PT655

£483.00
£487.00
£505.00

PT667
PT670
PT664

£498.00
£502.00
£514.00

15 deep trays
6 shallow, 12 deep trays
30 shallow trays 		

Translucent Tray Colour

Lemon

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Kiwi

Blueberry

Grape

Solid Tray Colour

Clear

Green

Blue

Yellow

Red

15 deep trays
6 shallow, 12 deep trays
30 shallow trays 		

Storage

1550mm high

Flexible
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Cupboard & Chest Storage

10

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made from maple melamine with solid beech features, our plan chest and cupboards provide
efficient storage for resources. Units are of a sturdy construction, delivered fully assembled and
benefit from a 10 year guarantee.

Add-on
Compatible

Open

Lockable Storage Cupboard
with Display and Mirror Back
Plan Chest

• 6 drawer plan chest
• Made from durable, hard-wearing, maple melamine
• High quality runners to ensure smooth operation
• Takes A1 paper
W1015 x D710 x H800mm
PT688

A1 with 6 drawers

£458.00

Back

• 2 door, lockable storage cupboard
• 3 shelves of which 2 are height adjustable
• Perfect for storing classroom resources or office files/books

• 2 door, lockable storage cupboard
• 3 shelves of which 2 are height adjustable
• Velcro display surface on reverse
• Free removable mirror attaches to Velcro on reverse
• Made from maple melamine

W1000 x D495 x H1000mm

W900 x D400 x H900mm - Top shelf: H800mm

Lockable Storage Cupboard

PT888		

£361.00

PT889

£340.00

Lockable Tall Storage Cupboard

• 2 door, lockable storage cupboard
• 6 shelves of which 4 are height adjustable
• Perfect for storing classroom resources or office files/books
W1000 x D495 x H1800mm
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PT689

2 door cupboard

£449.00

Beautifully made tables and chairs which are sturdy in design and easy to
clean. To accommodate children of different ages, there are a
variety of height options to choose from.

Tables & Chairs

Tables & Chairs
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Wooden Tables

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Our tables have a solid beech frame with a maple melamine top which is easy to clean. Rounded
corners and edges help prevent accidents, and solid beech legs ensure stability. Available in a
variety of height options to accommodate children of all ages.
•
•
•
•
•

Delivered part assembled (legs require to be secured to table top using the Allen key supplied)
Each table has a hygienic, scratch resistant, melamine top
Legs and frame are solid beech
Sturdy construction
All tables are BS EN 1729 compliant

Made with
Real Wood

Size Mark

00

0

1

2

3

Age

1 yr

2-3 yrs

3-4 yrs

4-6 yrs

6-8 yrs

Table Height

320mm

400mm

460mm

530mm

590mm

Chair Height

140mm

210mm

260mm

310mm

350mm

Square Table

Small Rectangular Table

Rectangular Table

Large Rectangular Table

(W695 x D695mm)

(W960 x D695mm)

(W1120 x D560mm)

(W1500 x D695mm)

PT812
PT813
PT814
PT815
PT883

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£117.00
£117.00
£117.00
£117.00
£117.00

Circular Table (Diameter 1000mm)
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5

Year
Guarantee

PT734
PT735
PT736
PT737
PT882

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£155.00
£155.00
£155.00
£155.00
£155.00

PT726
PT727
PT728
PT729
PT880

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£122.00
£122.00
£122.00
£122.00
£122.00

PT816
PT817
PT818
PT819
PT884

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Trapezoid Table (W1120 x D560mm)
PT820
PT821
PT822
PT823
PT885

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£132.00
£132.00
£132.00
£132.00
£132.00

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£130.00
£130.00
£130.00
£130.00
£130.00

PT730
PT731
PT732
PT733
PT881

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£152.00
£152.00
£152.00
£152.00
£152.00

Semi Circle Table (W1630 x D560mm)
PT824
PT825
PT826
PT827
PT886

Size height
H320mm
H400mm
H460mm
H530mm
H590mm

Size mark
00
0
1
2
3

£235.00
£235.00
£235.00
£235.00
£235.00
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Tables & Chairs

Wooden Chairs

5

Made from high quality solid beech and plywood, our chairs are sturdy in design with an easy
clean protective finish. All of the chairs in the range are stackable, with the exception of the high
chair, which folds for quick, simple storage.
• Feeding chairs have a safety brace to secure child and prevent sliding
• Rounded corners and edges help prevent accidents
• Delivered fully assembled

Year
Guarantee

12m+

Size Mark

00

0

1

2

3

Age

1 yr

2-3 yrs

3-4 yrs

4-6 yrs

6-8 yrs

Table Height

320mm

400mm

460mm

530mm

590mm

Chair Height

140mm

210mm

260mm

310mm

350mm

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

6m +
Sturdy Chair
•
•
•
•

Handle holes in the sides and backrest
Beech plywood construction
Stackable
BS EN 1729 compliant

Sturdy Feeding Chair

Pack of 2
Seat height
Size
Size mark
PT714 H140mm
W365 x D365 x H440mm
00
PT715 H200mm
W415 x D415 x H490mm
0

£102.00
£102.00

PT716 H140mm
PT717 H200mm

£204.00
£204.00

Pack of 4

W365 x D365 x H440mm
W415 x D415 x H490mm

00
0

•
•
•
•
•

Low High Chair
•
•
•
•
•

Handle holes in the sides and backrest
Removable feed tray
Stackable (with tray removed)
Beech plywood construction
Crotch brace prevents child from sliding

Seat height
Size
Size mark
PT718 H140mm
W400 x D425 x H435mm
00
PT719 H200mm
W445 x D500 x H490mm
0

£84.50
£84.50

Lockable 2 stage folding system
Birch plywood construction
Hygienic wipe clean lacquered finish
Durable plastic tray with raised edge
Full safety harness included

PT37

Seat height
Size
Size mark
H140mm
W690 x D490 x H600mm
00

£150.00

One Piece Chair

• Premium chair
• Constructed from one piece of

Beech Stacking Chair
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stackable
Supportive, curved backrest
Beech and plywood construction
BS EN 1729 compliant

Pack of 4
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PT723
PT724
PT725
PT833

Seat height
H210mm
H260mm
H310mm
H350mm

Size
Size mark
W305 x D260 x H415mm
0
W320 x D310 x H485mm
1
W345 x D320 x H535mm
2
W365 x D330 x H615mm
3

Low Teacher Chair

engineered plywood for strength
and stability
Lightweight yet sturdy construction
Shaped for comfort
Stackable
Carry handle for easy lifting/stacking
Rubber feet protectors for noise reduction
BS EN 1729 compliant

• Premium teacher chair
• Constructed from one piece
•

Pack of 4
£162.00
£162.00
£162.00
£162.00

Seat height
Size
Size mark
PT845 H210mm
W250 x D290 x H400mm
0
PT846 H260mm
W300 x D330 x H500mm
1
PT847 H310mm
W340 x D385 x H610mm
2

£233.00
£240.00
£249.00

•
•
•
•
•

of engineered plywood for
strength and stability
Adult seat width for maximum
comfort
Shaped for comfort
Stackable
Carry handle for easy lifting/stacking
Rubber feet protectors for noise reduction
Lightweight yet sturdy construction

Seat height
Size
Size mark
PT839 H310mm
W390 x D440 x H620mm
2

£88.00
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Wooden Table & Chair Sets

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made from high quality maple melamine with a protective clear finish for an easy clean surface.
Rounded corners and edges help prevent accidents whilst the solid beech table frame and legs
ensure stability. Available in a variety of height options to accommodate children of all ages.

Special Offer Save up to £37
Save up to £37 when you buy a table and chair set

Circular Table and 4 Sturdy Chairs
Table height
PT740 H320mm
PT741 H400mm

Seat height
H140mm
H200mm

Size mark
00
0

£322.00
£322.00

Small Rectangular Table and 4 Sturdy Chairs
Table height
PT738 H320mm
PT739 H400mm
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Seat height
H140mm
H200mm

Size mark
00
0

£289.00
£289.00

5

Year
Guarantee

12m+

Made with
Real Wood

Size Mark

00

0

1

2

3

Age

1 yr

2-3 yrs

3-4 yrs

4-6 yrs

6-8 yrs

Table Height

320mm

400mm

460mm

530mm

590mm

Chair Height

140mm

210mm

260mm

310mm

350mm

Wooden Table & Chair Sets

5

Year
Guarantee

12m+

Made with
Real Wood

Circular Table and 4 Beech Stacking Chairs
Seat height
H210mm
H260mm
H310mm

Size mark
0
1
2

£296.00
£296.00
£296.00

Small Rectangular Table and 4 Beech Stacking Chairs
Table height
PT742 H400mm
PT743 H460mm
PT744 H530mm

Seat height
H210mm
H260mm
H310mm

Size mark
0
1
2

£262.00
£262.00
£262.00

Tables & Chairs

Table height
PT745 H400mm
PT746 H460mm
PT747 H530mm
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Fast Fold Tables

5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Compact and easy to use tables ideal for use in an early years environment. The unique folding
mechanism allows the legs to fold neatly into the frame for easy and efficient storage.
• Co-ordinates with Millhouse chairs
• Suitable for dining use or as an activity table
• Folds for quick and efficient storage
• Lightweight aluminium design
• Steel legs for strength and stability
• Choice of 6 colours
• Patented: No. 2560852B

40mm slim frame
accommodates
folding legs

Fast Fold Tables
Length 1220mm
FFR4H0W1
FFR4H1W1
FFR4H0W2
FFR4H1W2
Length 1525mm
FFR5H0W1
FFR5H1W1
FFR5H0W2
FFR5H1W2
Length 1830mm
FFR6H0W1
FFR6H1W1
FFR6H0W2
FFR6H1W2

Size
W610 x H460mm
W610 x H530mm
W685 x H460mm
W685 x H530mm

Size mark
1
2
1
2

£112.00
£112.00
£112.00
£112.00

W610 x H460mm
W610 x H530mm
W685 x H460mm
W685 x H530mm

1
2
1
2

£123.00
£123.00
£123.00
£123.00

W610 x H460mm
W610 x H530mm
W685 x H460mm
W685 x H530mm

1
2
1
2

£132.00
£132.00
£132.00
£132.00

Table Colours

Matching benches available online: www.millhousedesign.co.uk
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Beech

Oak

Grey

Red

White

Blue

Soft Sofa Seating

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Comfortable chair and sofas, ideal for story time or role play.
The high quality covers are durable and easy to wipe clean, whilst the sturdy frame is made from
maple melamine with a maple wood grain.

Armchair

2 Seat Sofa

W500 x D500 x H320mm

W380 x D500 x H500mm

W750 x D500 x H500mm

PT443

£91.00

PT972		

£163.00

PT973		

Year
Guarantee

Special Offer Save £54
Save £54 when you buy the set (Armchair, 2 & 3 Seat Sofa and Table)
PT975
Sofa and Table Set
Set £698.00

Tables & Chairs

Small Round Table

2yrs+ 5

3 Seat Sofa
W1100 x D500 x H500mm
£230.00

PT974		

£268.00
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Additional Tables & Chairs

Early Years Computer Station

Safe and efficient, this computer station holds the PC tower and cables at the
back of the desk, so that they are not easily accessible by children.
• Storage unit with rear compartment for PC
• Made from high quality maple melamine
• Preschool size
• Work surface height 530mm
• Recommended chair: PT725 (seat H310mm)
• Ample room to accommodate two children
• Chairs and computer not included
W950 x D590 x H630mm
PT758
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£212.00

10

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

3yrs+

Rainbow Soft Cushion Set

Easy Clean
Surfaces

A colourful and practical addition to a reading or play area. Set of 10 colourful, high density
foam cushions, which are stored neat and tidy in a specially designed natural wood unit.
• Coordinates well with the furniture range
• High quality matt finish covers are durable and easy to clean
• Premium high density foam core resists bending, twisting and sagging
• Each cushion has a zip to remove the covers if required
W1080 x D400 x H430mm
PT445

£272.00

Our active play range features a variety of products which help develop
co-ordination, balance and motor skills, as well as encouraging
problem solving and stimulating social interaction.

Active Play & Soft Play

Active Play & Soft Play
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Kinder Trail

6m+ 10

NEW

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Kinder Trail is a wonderful resource for encouraging babies to climb, crawl, explore and play.
Each trail consists of three or more blocks to create a variety of configurations.
• Made from sturdy beech plywood
• Easy clean, heavy duty grade carpet
• Components can be re-configured to provide continual interest

Wriggle Trail

Shimmer Trail

Tickle Trail

Overall dimensions: W1200 x D400 x H200mm
PT510		

Includes: 2 x ramp, 1 x mirror, 1 x square

Overall dimensions: W1200 x D800 x H150mm

• Safety mirror is shatterproof

Includes: 1 x rise, 2 x ramp
£251.00

Includes: 2 x ramp, 1 x square, 1 x dip

Overall dimensions: W1200 x D800 x H150mm
PT514		

Twinkle Trail

Scramble Trail

Overall dimensions: W1200 x D800 x H200mm
PT511		

Overall dimensions: W1600 x D400 x H200mm
PT513		

Includes: 2 x ramp, 1 x square, 1 x rise

£322.00

£327.00

Teeter Trail

Includes: 2 x ramp, 1 x rise, 1 x dip
£328.00

PT512		

• Ideal for use in the corner of a room
Includes: 1 x stage, 2 x ramp

£348.00

Overall dimensions: W1200 x D1200 x H150mm
PT516		

£350.00

Kinder Trail Components

Ramp

Square

Dip

Mirror

Rise

Adventure Trail

• Safety mirror is shatterproof

Includes: 2 x ramp, 1 x square, 1 x mirror, 1 x dip, 1 x rise
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Overall dimensions: W1200 x D1600 x H200mm
PT515		

£514.00

Stage
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Active Play & Soft Play

Kinder Soft Play

6m+ 10

NEW

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

With a neutral colour palette and tactile surface, the Kinder Soft Play sets, are a beautiful addition
to any baby room. Each set has a hook and loop fastener (supplied) under the base, which allow
the individual modules to attach and detach with ease. The strong, dense foam core resists
bending and twisting, whilst the high quality matt covers are durable and easy to clean.
•
•
•
•

Soft, calming and neutral colours
Encourages gross and fine motor development
Durable and easy clean design
Features a hidden zip to remove covers if required

Stepping Stone

Pebble Ridge

• 4 Piece Set

• 5 Piece Set

Overall dimensions: W1000 X D1000 X H250mm
PT911

Overall dimensions: W1000 X D1000 X H250mm

£251.00

River Creek

• 6 Piece Set

Overall dimensions: W1500 X D1500 x H500mm

Overall dimensions: W1500 X D1000 x H500mm
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£276.00

Cosy Burrow

• 11 Piece Set
• Includes safety mirror
PT908

PT910

£377.00

PT909

£427.00
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Active Play & Soft Play

Kinder Gym
Kinder Gym is the perfect addition to any baby or toddler room. Not only are there a variety of
configurations to choose from, but each one incorporates various safety features such as clear
plastic panels on the reverse of the guard rails.
All units are made from sturdy birch plywood and solid hardwood. An easy clean, heavy duty
grade carpet, provides a tactile surface for babies and toddlers to crawl, climb and explore.
Units are delivered partly assembled and are quick and easy to construct.

Mirror panel

First Steps Kinder Gym

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 2 x window, 1 x connector
pack.
Corner configuration:
Straight line configuration:

Discovery Bridge Kinder Gym

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x step, 2 x platform, 4 x window, 1 x bridge, 2 x connector
pack.

W1520 x D1095 x H1025mm
W1940 x D675 x H1025mm

PT856

Configuration as per image: W2195 x D1520 x H1025mm

£795.00

PT862

£1596.00

Mirror panel

First Steps Kinder Gym (with roof)

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 2 x window, 1 x roof,
1 x connector pack.
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Corner configuration:
Straight line configuration:
PT858

W1520 x D1095 x H1535mm
W1940 x D675 x H1535mm
£946.00

Discovery Bridge Kinder Gym (with roof)

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x step, 2 x platform, 4 x window, 1 x bridge, 2 x roof,
2 x connector pack.
Configuration as per image: W2195 x D1520 x H1535mm
PT864

£1906.00
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Active Play & Soft Play

Kinder Gym

6m+ 10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Kinder Gym is a versatile product which can be reconfigured to suit your space and requirements.
•
•
•
•
•

Encourages active play
Modular design for maximum versatility
Ideal for baby and toddler rooms
Heavy duty grade carpet with twist pile
Window panels feature low level mirrors

Play Pod Kinder Gym

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x slide, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 1 x window,
1 x connector pack.
Configuration as per image: W1940 x D1520 x H1025mm
PT860

£879.00

Step ‘n’ Slide Kinder Gym

Includes: 1 x slide, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 2 x window,
1 x connector pack.
Corner configuration:
Straight line configuration:
PT857

W1520 x D1095 x H1025mm
W1940 x D675 x H1025mm
£795.00

Step ‘n’ Slide Kinder Gym (with roof)

Play Pod Kinder Gym (with roof)

Corner configuration:
Straight line configuration:

Configuration as per image: W1940 x D1520 x H1535mm

Includes: 1 x slide, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 2 x window, 1 x roof,
1 x connector pack.
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PT859

W1520 x D1095 x H1535mm
W1940 x D675 x H1535mm
£946.00

Includes: 1 x ramp, 1 x slide, 1 x step, 1 x platform, 1 x roof,
1 x window, 1 x connector pack.
PT861

£1028.00

Kinder Gym & Kinder Crawl

6m+ 10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Mirror panel
Hide ‘n’ Slide Kinder Gym

Includes: 1 x slide, 1 x step, 2 x platform, 4 x window, 1 x bridge, 2 x connector
pack.
Configuration as per image: W2195 x D1520 x H1025mm
£1596.00

Kinder Crawl

Encourages discovery, strengthens coordination and helps to support agility.
• Carpet provides a tactile surface for babies to crawl on
• Unit is of a sturdy construction and will not move during use
• All materials are easy to clean
• Made from 18mm maple melamine
• Suitable for 18months+
W1150 x D1170 x H920mm - Ramp: W590mm
PT314

Mirror panel
Hide ‘n’ Slide Kinder Gym (with roof)

Includes: 1 x slide, 1 x step, 2 x platform, 4 x window, 1 x bridge, 2 x roof,
2 x connector pack.

£330.00

12m+

Active Play & Soft Play

PT863

Configuration as per image: W2195 x D1520 x H1535mm
PT865

£1906.00
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Toddler Activity Unit
The innovative Toddler Activity Unit is a fun and safe way for young children to develop their
motor skills and coordination from an early age. Available with optional mats to create a more
comfortable crawling area around the perimeter of the frame.

Toddler Activity Unit

• Designed specifically for under 3’s to explore and climb in safety
• Includes 2 crawl through openings, 2 platforms, a slide and 4 mirrors
• An internal safety mat is also included (external mats sold separately)
• The mirrors promote self-awareness and can be used as pull up mirrors
• Made from solid timber and birch plywood
• Delivered part assembled and folded
• Conforms to EN1176
W1020 x D1700 x H770mm
Platform heights: 210 & 480mm
PT183

				

£562.00

Optional Play Mat Set
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Includes: 1 x slide mat and 4 x perimeter mats
PT185

£324.00

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Indoor Climbing Frame

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Great for improving balance, coordination and developing gross motor skills, our solid wood
indoor climbing frame is great fun, no matter what the weather is like outside!

Made with
Real Wood

Special Offer Save £42

Please note safety mats must be used with this item.

Save £42 when you buy this set as pictured
PT231
Starter Set plus Ramp and Safety Mats

Set £1293.00

Starter set - Frame, Slide & Ladder
• Platforms have a textured finish for increased durability and grip
• Made from solid timber and birch plywood
• Conforms to EN1176
W1750 x D2400 x H1200mm
£730.00

Active Play & Soft Play

PT223

Safety Mats
Includes: 1 x centre mat and 4 x perimeter mats
PT226

£449.00

Ramp
PT224

£156.00

Climbing Wall
PT225

£156.00

Accessory Mat for Slide
PT227

£156.00
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Push Carts & Trikes

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

Help develop co-ordination and encourage active play with these beautifully made push carts
and ride ons. Ideal for children age 18 months+ and sturdy enough to withstand regular use in a
commercial early years environment.

Driving Centre

Pram Cart

• 360o rotating steering wheel
• 2 wooden rotating dials
• Gearstick
• Key ignition
• 2 foot pedals
• Made from birch plywood and solid wood

• Suggested uses: a pram, lawnmower, or wheelbarrow
• Non-marking soft plastic tyres roll easily on all surfaces
• Handle can be adjusted to an upright position
• Made from birch plywood
• Suitable for use outdoors (must be stored in dry conditions)
W550 x D280 x H560mm

W450 x D400 x H550mm
V444
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£105.00

V6000

Push Cart

• Suggested uses: a pram, lawnmower, or wheelbarrow
• Non-marking soft plastic tyres roll easily on all surfaces
• Handle can be adjusted to an upright position
• Made from birch plywood
• Suitable for use outdoors (must be stored in dry conditions)
W500 x D300 x H500mm

£90.00

V6020

£90.00

Push Carts & Trikes

5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

18m+

Special Offer Save £20
Save £20 when you buy this set
V14047 Trike & trailer

• Helps children to steer, exercise muscles and develop coordination
• Over steering device prevents the car from tipping while turning
• Non-marking soft plastic tyres roll easily on all surfaces
• Made from solid beech and birch plywood
• Sealed using a water-based red stain and clear lacquer
• Suitable for use outdoors (must be stored in dry conditions)
W270 x D700 x H450mm
V200

£92.00

Toddler Trike and Trailer

• Helps children learn to steer, exercise muscles and develop coordination
• Device prevents car from tipping while turning
• Non-marking soft plastic tyres roll easily on all surfaces
• Made from solid beech
• Suitable for use outdoors (must be stored in dry conditions)
W270 x D530 x H400mm
V140
V147

Toddler trike
Toddler trailer (for use with trike)

£92.00
£51.00

Active Play & Soft Play

Toddler Wagon

Set £123.00
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Play Mirror & Rocking Boat

Pull Up and Play Mirror

Beautiful solid beech pull up and play mirror, ideal for baby and toddler rooms.
The easy grip hand rail enables children to pull themselves up and steady their
feet whilst they enjoy exploring the reflections in the mirror.
• Made from solid beech with a child safe clear lacquer
• Helps develop self-awareness
• Shatterproof safety mirror
• 3 handrail positions: 305mm, 365mm and 425mm (from bottom up)
• Suitable for use without the hand rail for role play or sensory areas
W1000 x D43 x H730mm
PT417

£210.00

5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made with
Real Wood

NEW

6m +

3 in 1 Rocking Boat

This multi-use resource can be used as a rocking boat, flipped over to become a
slide and tunnel, or turned on its side to become a practical counter for role play.
• Combines imaginative and physical play
• Delivered fully assembled
• Made from birch plywood with a clear lacquered finish
W1300 x D550 x H550mm
V757
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£214.00

2yrs+

Creative nap time and baby changing solutions, designed for comfort
and flexibility. Space saving features and easy clean surfaces make these
units ideal for use in an early years environment.

Changing & Sleeping

Changing & Sleeping

89

Slumberstore

10

Year
Guarantee

18m+

Slumberstore is a creative nap time solution which cleverly combines comfortable sleep mats
with space saving, efficient storage. Beautifully made from premium maple melamine with solid
beech features, these units are sturdy, durable and easy to clean. Each unit is supplied with 10
high quality sleep mats which have an easy clean matt finish and high density foam core which
resists bending, twisting and sagging. The unique design of Slumberstore means that the mats
can be stored when not in use without the need for folding, making them easy to use and freeing
up valuable space within an early years setting.

• High quality sleep mats and storage combined
• Holds ten mats (included)
• Space saving
• Easy clean
• 10 year guarantee (1 year for the mats)

Slumberstore - Set of 4 mats

• Easy clean matt finish
• Foam core resists bending and sagging
• 1 year guarantee
W1200 x D550 x H30mm
PT852
Brown/cream mats
PT484
Pink/purple mats
PT926
Cream mats only
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£185.00
£185.00
£185.00

Fully
Assembled

NEW

8

Slumberstore Wall Mounted

W420 x D610 x H1400mm
PT851
Brown/cream mats
PT481
Pink/purple mats
PT925
Cream mats only

Easy Clean
Surfaces

£588.00
£588.00
£588.00

Slumberstore Sheets - Pack of 10

Set of 10 fitted sheets in beige. Specially designed
for use with Slumberstore. Machine washable.
PT990
Pack of 10
£113.00

Slumberstore Freestanding

• High quality sleep mats and storage combined
• Holds ten mats (included)
• Space saving
• Easy clean
• 10 year guarantee (1 year for the mats)
W440 x D620 x H1280mm
PT850
Brown/cream mats
PT480
Pink/purple mats
PT924
Cream mats only

£649.00
£649.00
£649.00
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Changing & Sleeping

Cots

5

Year
Guarantee

6m +

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Our solid hardwood beech cots are ideal for commercial use. Each has a sturdy frame which
is engineered to last, and a wipe clean mattress.
A helpful feature is the clear plastic end panels - these aid supervision and allow the cots to
be butted together (end to end) to save space. Not only does this minimise physical contact,
but also enhances comfort and cleanliness.
The dropside cot has three height positions (low 510mm, medium 350mm, high 200mm) to
accommodate children of different ages.

Evacuation Cot

• Lockable heavy duty castors
• Clear plastic end panels
• Heavy duty solid hardwood construction
• Hygienic wipe clean lacquered finish
• Includes wipe clean mattress
W990 x D580 x H1000mm
PT490

£399.00

Dropside access
Dropside Cot

• Drop side for easy access
• Clear plastic end panels
• 3 adjustable height positions
• Lockable heavy duty castors
• Heavy duty solid hardwood construction
• Hygienic wipe clean lacquered finish
• Includes wipe clean mattress
W990 x D580 x H1000mm
PT491
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£419.00

Sleep Pod

10

Year
Guarantee

6m +

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fully
Assembled

This cosy sleep pod is designed to provide a comfortable nap time solution for children age 6
months+. Each one is supplied with a wipe clean mattress, fitted sheet and blanket, plus there are
grooves on each side of the pod to improve grip when lifting.
Multiple sleep pods can be stacked for efficient storage, with sufficient space underneath to
preserve the mattress and bedding of the pod below.

Sleep Pod

• Made from high quality birch plywood with protective finish
• Stackable (up to 6 pods)
• Includes mattress, fitted sheet and blanket
• Fully assembled
• 10 year guarantee (1 year for mattress and bedding)
W950 x D530 x H280mm
£205.00

Sleep Pod Blankets (Pack of 6)

Set of 6 soft fleece blankets in beige. Specially designed for use
with the Sleep Pod (PT828). Machine washable.
PT854

Pack of 6

£48.00

Sleep Pod Sheets (Pack of 6)

Set of 6 fitted sheets in beige. Specially designed for use with the
Sleep Pod (PT828). Machine washable.
PT855

Pack of 6

£48.00

Changing & Sleeping

PT828
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Baby Changing

10

Year
Guarantee

Versatile and practical baby changing units with storage.
Maximum load for changing surface on both baby changing units is 50kg.

6m +

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £50
Save £50 when you buy the Stepped Baby Changing and Wall Unit together
PT951
1 x PT486 and 1 x PT950
Set £739.00

NEW

Baby Changing Unit

Mobile baby changing unit with two spacious
storage shelves and high quality lockable
castors. Sturdy maple melamine construction with
rounded, lacquered edges.
• Lockable castors for easy mobility
• Hygienic wipe clean melamine surfaces
• Plenty of storage space
• Includes wipe clean changing mat
• Maximum load for changing surface is 50kg

Fully
Assembled

W830 x D610 x H880mm
PT212

£249.00

Baby Changing Wall Storage Unit

Handy baby changing storage unit with 8 x nappy storage cubbies, 2 x medium storage
cubbies, 1 x large storage shelf and a versatile dispenser for towel roll or nappy bags.
• Store and organise items for changing time
• Ensures items are easy to reach and accessible
• Made from maple melamine with easy clean surfaces
• Combine with Stepped Baby Change Unit for a complete baby 			
changing solution
W1106 x D270 x H818mm
PT950

£279.00

Fully
Assembled

Stepped Baby Changing Unit

A versatile, stable and sturdy baby changing unit with steps to assist toddlers in getting
to the top without the need for lifting. When not in use, the steps simply slide into the
underside of the changing unit.
• Spacious, lockable cupboard
• Two height adjustable shelves
• Large changing surface with high sides for comfort and safety
• Wipe clean changing mat that covers the entire changing surface
• Maximum load for changing surface is 50kg
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W1100 x D610 x H910mm
PT486

£510.00

Play dens allow children to engage in role play or enjoy some quiet time.
Whether its playing hide and seek or building a cosy nook for reading,
our range features large and small dens to suit any space.

Play Dens & Soft Furnishings

Play Dens & Soft Furnishings
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Small Cosy Cove
Create a comfortable and snug setting for reading, relaxing or quiet play, with the Cosy Cove.
With its arched shape and neutral tones, its both inviting and homely – a wonderful addition to
any early years environment.
There are two sizes to choose from (see page 98 for the large version) and each comes with a
washable/removable fabric roof as standard.

Small Cosy Cove

• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Includes washable/removable taupe roof cover
• Perfect for children of all ages and especially suited to baby and
toddler rooms

W1110 x D775 x H945mm
PT961

£245.00

5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Special Offer Save £28
Save £28 when you buy the Small Cosy Cove and accessory set together
PT963
Small Cosy Cove plus Meadow Set
Set £525.00
PT962
Small Cosy Cove plus Lavender Set
Set £525.00

Small Cosy Cove Plus Meadow Accessory Set

Small Cosy Cove Plus Lavender Accessory Set

Includes: Small Cosy Cove, 1 x Meadow print fabric roof, 1 x grey
floor mat, 3 x large cushions, 3 x small cushions

Includes: Small Cosy Cove, 1 x Lavender print fabric roof, 1 x grey
floor mat, 3 x large cushions, 3 x small cushions

• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable
W1110 x D775 x H945mm
PT963

• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable
W1110 x D775 x H945mm

£525.00

PT962

£525.00

Meadow Accessory Set Only

Lavender Accessory Set Only

Includes: 1 x Meadow print fabric roof, 1 x grey floor mat, 3 x large
cushions, 3 x small cushions

Includes: 1 x Lavender print fabric roof, 1 x grey floor mat, 3 x large
cushions, 3 x small cushions

• For use with PT961 (not included)
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable
PT977
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6m +

NEW

£308.00

• For use with PT961 (not included)
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable
PT976

£308.00
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Play Dens & Soft Furnishings

Large Cosy Cove

18m+ 5

NEW

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Special Offer Save up to £37
Save up to £37 when you buy the Large Cosy Cove and accessory set together
PT965
Large Cosy Cove plus Meadow Set
Set £659.00
PT966
Large Cosy Cove plus Autumn Set
Set £665.00

Large Cosy Cove

• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Includes washable/removable taupe roof cover
• Perfect for children of all ages and especially suited to toddler and
preschool rooms

W1700 x D975 x H1380mm
PT964

£317.00

Large Cosy Cove Plus Meadow Accessory Set

Large Cosy Cove Plus Autumn Accessory Set

Includes: Large Cosy Cove, 1 x Meadow print fabric roof, 1 x grey
floor mat, 4 x large cushions, 4 x small cushions

Includes: Large Cosy Cove, 1 x Autumn print fabric roof, 1 x grass
print floor mat, 6 x large cushions, 1 x large log bolster, 1 x small log
bolster

• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable

W1700 x D975 x H1380mm
PT965

£659.00

W1700 x D975 x H1380mm
PT966

£665.00

Meadow Accessory Set for Large Cosy Cove

Autumn Accessory Set for Large Cosy Cove

Includes: 1 x Meadow print fabric roof, 1 x grey floor mat, 4 x large
cushions, 4 x small cushions

Includes: 1 x Autumn print fabric roof, 1 x grass print floor mat, 6 x
large cushions, 1 x large log bolster, 1 x small log bolster

PT978

PT979

• For use with PT964 (not included)
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Mat has foam core and removable cover which is washable
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• Made from premium maple melamine
• Simple self-assembly required
• Lightweight and easy to move for flexibility
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Wipe clean mat

£377.00

• For use with PT964 (not included)
• Removable cushion covers and roof cover are washable
• Wipe clean mat

£385.00
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Play Dens & Soft Furnishings

Soft Furnishings

3yrs+ 5

NEW

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

New for 2020, our soft furnishing range can be used to enhance a room setting and help create a
cosy, comfortable space for learning and play.
Choose from a selection of beautifully made, high quality bean bags and cushions in a variety of
printed designs.

Large Log Seat
• Set of 2 bean bags
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
Dia400 x H350mm (each)
PT969

£90.00

Hay Bale Seat (Rectangular)
• Foam core for comfort
• Built in handles
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
L600 x D400 x H200mm
PT905

£81.00

Woodland Cushion Set
• Set of 10 cushions with handles
• 4 x printed cushions
• 6 x plain colour cushions
• Removable, wipe clean covers
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400 x 400mm square (each)
PT906

£153.00

Small Log Seat
• Set of 3 bean bags
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
Dia400 x H200mm (each)
PT968

Log Seat Combo
• Set of 1 x large and 2 x small bean bags
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
Dia400 x H350 & 200mm (each)
PT970
£112.00

£103.00

Hay Bale Seats (Round)
• Set of 3
• Foam core for comfort
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
Dia400 x H200mm (each)
PT994

£199.00

Autumn Cushion Set
• Set of 10 cushions with handles
• 4 x printed designs
• 6 x plain colour cushions
• Removable, wipe clean covers
400 x 400mm square (each)
PT971

£153.00

Log Seat Pads with Bag
• Set of 6 seat pads with handles
• Foam core for comfort
• Supplied with handy storage bag
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
Dia400 x H40mm (each)
PT903

Large Log Bolster
• Foam core for comfort
• Built in handles
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover
L600 x D400 x H250mm
PT904

£125.00

Fern Bean Bags
• Set of 2 bean bags
• Wipe clean, water resistant cover

W750 x D550 x H500mm (each)
PT967
£106.00

£117.00

Adventure Playhouse

Gold
Service
Delivery

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

The play and learning possibilities are endless with this versatile playhouse. Ideal for role play, the structure is quickly and easily transformed
to create different themes such as a home corner, hospital, school or jungle. There are also plenty of areas where children can enjoy quiet
play or create a cosy nook for reading and relaxation. The sturdy and strong structure is made from premium birch plywood cladding and is
supported by a tubular steel frame for supreme structural performance.
The guard rails around the upper level platform have safety plastic on the reverse.

Adventure Playhouse
This large adventure playhouse needs a room
with the space to accommodate not only the
playhouse, but space for the children to play.
This diagram show the playhouse in a room sized
W5000 x D5000 x H3000mm.
Please make sure you have at least 2.9 metres
ceiling height to accommodate the roof canopy.

• Versatile learning and play structure
• Clear lacquered birch plywood cladding and staircases
• Stair treads and platform made from 18mm birch plywood with an anti-slip top layer
• Powder coated tubular steel frame for supreme structural performance
• Removable canopy is machine washable
Platform: H1220mm Roof: H1200mm Doorway: W810 x H1160mm

Play Dens & Soft Furnishings

Free CAD Room Planning

W3495 x D3495 x H2840mm
H2900mm ceiling/room height required for this product
PT810

£3606.00
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Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den
Whether it be a cave, a jungle, a time machine or even an underwater submarine, the Indoor/
Outdoor Folding Den can be decorated to match any theme. With its unique folding mechanism,
the den is simple to assemble and easy to move between indoors and outdoors as required.

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den

• High quality, durable birch plywood
• Easy to move with our unique folding mechanism
• Washable blue fabric cover doubles as a sun shade
• Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use (must be stored indoors)
• Rounded corners and lacquered safety edges
W1700 x D1120 x H1160mm
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PT277

£268.00

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Indoor/Outdoor Den & Accessory Kits

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Special Offer Save up to £25

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den Plus Rainbow Den Kit
• Sensory mesh drapes create a rainbow of colours
• High quality, durable birch plywood den structure
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• Easy to move with our unique folding mechanism
• Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use (must be stored indoors)

Includes: Indoor/Outdoor Den, 3 x mesh drapes (red, blue, green), 3
x cushions ( red, orange, yellow), 1 x large bolster cushion
(multi-coloured), 1 x lime green mat
W1700 x D1120 x H1160mm
PT413

£437.00

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den Plus Blackout Den Kit
• Ideal for sensory play and quiet spaces
• Easy access with openings at front and back
• High quality, durable birch plywood den structure
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• Easy to move with our unique folding mechanism
• Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use (must be stored indoors)
Includes: Indoor/Outdoor Den, 1 x washable fabric blackout cover,
1 x black mat
W1700 x D1120 x H1160mm
PT415

£421.00

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den Plus Camouflage
Den Kit

• Ideal for using outdoors as a secret hideaway
• Easy access with openings at front and back
• High quality, durable birch plywood den structure
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• Easy to move with our unique folding mechanism
• Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use (must be stored indoors)
Includes: Indoor/Outdoor Den, 1 x camouflage top cover, 4 x
camouflage net curtains, 1 x lime green mat
W1700 x D1120 x H1160mm
PT416

Rainbow Den Kit

Blackout Sensory Den Kit

Includes: 3 x mesh drapes (red, blue, green), 3 x cushions ( red,
orange, yellow), 1 x large bolster cushion (multi-coloured), 1 x lime
green mat

Includes: 1 x blackout cover, 1 x black mat

• For use with PT277 (not included)
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• 1 year guarantee

PT317

£188.00

Camouflage Den Kit

• For use with PT277 (not included)
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• Washable cover
• 1 year guarantee
PT318

£416.00

• For use with PT277 (not included)
• Wipe clean/splash proof mat
• Washable cover
• 1 year guarantee
£166.00

Includes: 1 x camouflage top cover, 4 x camouflage net curtains, 1 x
lime green mat
PT319

Play Dens & Soft Furnishings

Save up to £25 when you buy the Indoor/Outdoor Den and den kit together
PT415
Indoor/Outdoor Den plus Blackout kit
Set £421.00
PT413
Indoor/Outdoor Den plus Rainbow kit
Set £437.00
PT416
Indoor/Outdoor Den plus Camouflage kit
Set £416.00

£173.00
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Den Cave Set

10

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made with
Real Wood

Combining storage and play, these den sets are ideal for creating cosy reading corners, quiet
play areas, or for use as a tunnel to divide areas. The den cave roof is easily attached to the
storage units using the Allen key and fixings supplied. Made from premium maple melamine
which is hard wearing and easy to clean.

Finishing Touches
Rainbow Soft Cushion Set
• Set of 10 colourful, high density
foam cushions

• Stored neat and tidy in a

specially designed natural
wood unit
W1080 x D400 x H430mm
PT445
£272.00
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Low Level Den Cave Set

• Includes two low level bench units and the den cave roof add-on
• Two roof colours to choose from
W2250 x D900 x H1160mm
Play Space: W1450 x D900 x H1160mm
PT589
PT504
PT588
PT505

Blue roof with clear tubs
Taupe roof with clear tubs
Blue roof with baskets
Taupe roof with baskets

£556.00
£556.00
£606.00
£606.00

Tall Den Cave Set

• Includes two open storage units and the den cave roof add-on
• Two roof colours to choose from
• Baskets available separately
W2250 x D900 x H1400mm
Play Space: W1450 x D900 x H1400mm
PT578
PT506

Blue roof
Taupe roof

£573.00
£573.00

Versatile, easy to use panels which can be used to form a variety of
shapes, and are a great way to divide space, create enclosures
and plan activity areas.

Role Play Panels

Role Play Panels
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Toddler Play Panels

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Great for dividing space, creating activity areas and cosy quiet enclosures. Lockable joining
blocks allow panels to join securely to each other at seven different angles, enabling you to
create any shape to meet your needs and make the most of the available space. Made from
solid beech timber and birch plywood with a tough child safe, clear lacquer finish. These panels
can be connected to our furniture units. A minimum of 3 panels are required for freestanding
configurations.
Each panel:
W780 x D40 x H700mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)
Curved panels: W545 x D155 x H700mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Unlimited configurations

Toddler Display Panel

Toddler Maple Panel

PT365

PT360

• Double-sided Velcro board

£98.00

Toddler Mirror Panel
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£93.00

Toddler Fence Panel

• Single sided mirror panel
PT362

• Plain panel for dividing space

• Slatted fence design for visibility
£113.00

PT361

£98.00

Toddler Window Panel

Toddler Magnetic Panel

PT366

PT367

• Low level window with counter top
£104.00

Toddler Clear Panel

• Safety perspex screen for visibility
PT363

£101.00

• Double-sided magnetic whiteboard
£104.00

Toddler Gate Panel

• Fun play gate with sliding catch
PT368

£136.00

Toddler Play Panels

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Toddler Low Archway Panel

Toddler Activity A Panel

To top of arch: H810mm

PT369

• A low level arch for toddlers to explore

Tall Archway Panel

• Open archway for easy access

PT364

Made with
Real Wood

Toddler Activity B Panel

• Double-sided sliding disks

• Sliding disks, counters, gears and 			

£113.00

£81.00

safety mirror

PT370

£153.00

To top of arch: H1310mm
£99.00

NEW

Toddler Chalkboard Panel

Rattan Toddler Panel

PT311

PT517

• Double-sided chalkboard

£93.00

NEW

Clear Curved Toddler Panel

Rattan Curved Toddler Panel

PT519

PT518

• Safety perspex screen for visibility

• Woven inset panel

£157.00

NEW

£164.00

• Woven inset panel

Role Play Panels

PT375

£207.00
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Toddler Play Panel Starter Sets

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Create an enclosure, a creative corner, play space, sensory area or simply divide your rooms,
with these low level play panels. A great way to define space!
Each panel:

W780 x D40 x H700mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Cosy Mirror Den Set
• 2 x mirror panels
• Low arch panel
• Maple panel
• Fitted cover

W980 x D840 x H810mm
PT390

£358.00

8 Panel Set
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• Tall arch panel
• Window panel
• Maple panel
• Activity A panel
• Magnetic panel
• Mirror panel
• Fence panel
• Clear panel
PT393

5 Play Panel Set

• Clear and fence panels increase visibility
• Mirror and activity panels for play
• Tall arch allows easy access
£659.00

W780 x D40 x H700mm (each) - Tall arch: H1310mm
PT559

£518.00

Toddler Play Panel Starter Sets

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

The panels within each set are designed to allow visibility making it easy to supervise and observe
children without disturbing their play.
Each panel:
W780 x D40 x H700mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)
Curved panels: W545 x D155 x H700mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Enclosure 6 Panel Set
• Gate panel
• Maple panel
• Magnetic panel
• Activity B panel
• Mirror panel
• Fence panel

£575.00

Curved 8 Panel Set
• Low arch panel
• 2 x curved clear panel
• 2 x curved rattan panel
• 2 x rattan panel
• Mirror panel

Tall Arch 6 Panel Set
• Tall arch panel
• Window panel
• Maple panel
• Magnetic panel
• Mirror panel
• Fence panel
PT392

NEW

Role Play Panels

PT391

PT520				£1105.00
£484.00
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Maple Role Play Panels

3yrs+

5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made with
Real Wood

Natural role play panels made from maple melamine with a solid beech timber frame and tough,
child safe, clear lacquer finish. These panels can be connected to our furniture units. Lockable
joining blocks allow panels to join to each other at seven different angles, enabling you to create
any shape to meet your needs and make the most of the available space.
A minimum of 3 panels are required for freestanding configurations.
Each panel:

W780 x D40 x H1200mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Display Panel

• Double-sided sound reducing
Velcro display board

PT262

£132.00

Double Door Panel

Maple Panel

PT268

PT263

• Double doors with cut-out detail
£132.00

• Plain panel for dividing space
£132.00

Tall Archway Panel

Whiteboard Panel

H1310mm

PT274

• Open archway for easy access
PT375

• Double-sided whiteboard
£132.00

£99.00

Window Panel

• Window panel with washable
curtains

PT328

£132.00

Panel Connector
For complete flexibility when setting
out your room, our Panel Connectors
allow you to join your panels (at any
angle) to walls and furniture. This
unique system allows you to create
secure room divisions, and use a
combination of storage units and
panels, to create defined areas for
role play, crafts, construction,
reading and so much more.

Unlimited configurations
Maple Counter Panel

Mirror Panel

PT374

PT265

• Two shelves, awning and counter
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£132.00

• Single safety mirror, maple back
£132.00

Chalkboard Panel

• Double-sided chalkboard
PT269

£132.00

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one 		
panel to furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

£41.00

Maple Panel Starter Sets

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

With neutral colours and a natural look, these panel sets coordinate with any environment, and
are the perfect way to create play areas, or an imaginative way to divide space. Perfect for
children age 3 years+.
W780 x D40 x H1200mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Maple Home Panel Set

Maple Panel Drama Set

• Double door panel
• Window panel
• Plain maple panel
PT289

• Chalkboard panel
• Tall arch panel
• Mirror panel
£349.00

Maple Panel Shop Set

£323.00

Creative Panel Set

• Double door panel
• Maple counter panel
• Chalkboard panel
PT394

PT396

Role Play Panels

Each panel:

£349.00

• Whiteboard panel
• Display panel
• Chalkboard panel
PT290

£328.00
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Role Play Panels

3yrs+

5

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Colourful role play panels which can be used alongside the maple panel range to create themes
or divide space. Lockable joining blocks allow panels to join to each other at seven different
angles, enabling you to create any shape to meet your needs. Made from solid beech timber
and birch plywood with a tough, child safe, clear lacquer finish.
A minimum of 3 panels are required for freestanding configurations.
Each panel:

W780 x D40 x H1200mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Counter Panel

• Two shelves, awning and counter
PT264

£132.00

Window Panel

• Flower detail and fabric curtains
PT272

£132.00

Garage Panel

• Pump, chalkboard and counter
PT273

£132.00

No.10 Door Panel

Bank/Post Office Panel

PT271

PT270

• Door, letterbox and engraved detail

• Counter, shelf, ATM and cut-outs

£132.00

£132.00

Panel Connector
For complete flexibility when setting
out your room, our Panel Connectors
allow you to join your panels (at any
angle) to walls and furniture. This
unique system allows you to create
secure room divisions, and use a
combination of storage units and
panels, to create defined areas for
role play, crafts, construction,
reading and so much more.

Unlimited configurations
Theatre Panel

• Chalkboard and fabric curtains
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PT266

£132.00

Health Centre Panel

• Counter, window chalkboard and shelf
PT267

£132.00

Panel Connectors

• Includes two brackets to connect one 		
panel to furniture or a wall at any angle

• Fits all Millhouse Play Panels
PT630

£41.00

Role Play Panel Starter Sets

3yrs+

5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Made with
Real Wood

Perfect for children age 3 years+.
W780 x D40 x H1200mm (supplied with 2 joining blocks)

Home Panel Set

Theatre Stage Panel Set

• Single doorway panel
• Window panel
• Plain maple panel
PT291

• Double door panel
• Theatre panel
• Mirror panel
£323.00

Shop Panel Set

£351.00

Town Panel Set

• Double door panel
• Counter panel
• Chalkboard panel
PT292

PT293

Role Play Panels

Each panel:

• Double door panel
• Garage panel
• Bank/post office panel
£334.00

PT295

£351.00
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Three Panel Sets
These panel sets simply slot together, making them easy to move and store. The engraved detail
and cut-out designs are great for capturing imagination and promoting play. Panels are quick
to slot together and can be stored flat when not in use.
Each panel:

W710 x D15 x H1080mm

House Panel Set

• Simple slot together design
• Engraved cut-out detail
• Folds away for easy storage when not in use
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2yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £24
Save £24 when you buy the house and the castle set together
PT326
House and Castle Set
Set £228.00

Castle Panel Set

• Simple slot together design
• Engraved cut-out detail
• Folds away for easy storage when not in use

W710 x D15 x H1080mm (each panel)

W710 x D15 x H1080mm (each panel)

PT275

PT276

£126.00

£126.00

Role play is a wonderful way to inspire imagination and cultivate social
skills. Our range of play kitchens and shops, are specially designed
for young children from 18 months+.

Play Kitchens & Shops

Play Kitchens & Shops
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Kitchen for 18 Months+

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

This delightful natural kitchen is specially designed for children 18 months+ with a worktop height
of 400mm. The natural colour helps create a calming play environment and the robust design
incorporates a number of features for safety and durability.

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

Special Offer Save up to £69
Save up to £69 when you buy a set of 4 Natural Kitchen units
PT388
Set of 4 (cooker, sink, washer, fridge)
Set
PT210
Set of 4 (cooker, sink, washer, storage unit) Set

£371.00
£463.00

Available for 3 years+ (see pg. 121)

NEW

Natural Storage Unit (H806mm)
• 400mm worktop height
PT209

		

£200.00

Natural Kitchen (H400mm)

• Safety perspex windows allow for realistic play
• Birch plywood creates a natural, calming play environment
• Rounded corners and safety edges
• 400mm worktop height - perfect for 18months+
• Storage unit features safety mirror
• Rotating dials and tap
• Anti finger-trap hinges
Kitchen Units: W350 x D320 x H400mm
Storage Unit: W350 x D320 x H806mm
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Natural Cooker (H400mm)
PT376

£110.00

Natural Sink (H400mm)
PT377

£110.00

Natural Washer (H400mm)
PT378

£110.00

Natural Fridge (H400mm)
PT379

£110.00

Kitchens for 2 Years+

2yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Colourful toddler kitchen units for children 2 years+. The hardwearing melamine
surfaces are scratch resistant and easy to clean, whilst the rotating dials
and tap allow for realistic play.

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £55
Save £55 when you buy a full set of 4 Wolds kitchen units
PT171
Set of 4 Wolds kitchen units
Set £325.00

PT157

Wolds Washer
PT156

Wolds Cooker
PT158

£95.00

£95.00

£95.00

Wolds Toddler Kitchen
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
Maple wood grain finish
Rounded corners and safety edges
480mm worktop height - perfect for 2 years+
Rotating dials and tap
Hard-wearing, scratch resistant, wipe clean melamine surfaces
Simple 5 minute assembly

W330 x D320 x H490mm

Engraved details

Anti finger-trap doors
Wolds Fridge

PT159

£95.00

Play Kitchens & Shops

Wolds Sink
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Kitchens for 2 Years+

2yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

These unique multi-use kitchens are great when space is limited. Featuring anti finger-trap hinges
and durable scratch resistant surfaces, these kitchens are ideal for group play.

Roll Unfold Kitchen - Small

Wolds Complete Toddler Kitchen

• 5 in 1 unit: hob, oven, ironing board, sink and washer
• Rotating dials and tap
• Maple wood grain finish
• Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
• Folds away for easy storage when not in use
• Large version available (pg.122)
• 490mm worktop height - perfect for 2 years+

• 4 in 1 unit: hob, oven, sink and washer
• 480mm worktop height - perfect for 2 years+
• Maple wood grain finish
• Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
• Hard-wearing scratch resistant melamine
W660 x D260 x H480mm
PT215

W1390 x D410 x H490mm Folded: W590mm
PT260
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£225.00

Folds away for easy storage

£116.00

Kitchens for 3 Years+

3yrs+ 10

NEW

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Fully
Assembled

Charming freestanding kitchens with a natural finish and rustic look.
Made from premium Scandinavian Redwood with rounded edges and smooth surfaces.
Each kitchen has an upper and lower shelf for storage plus handy hooks for pots, pans
and utensils.

Kitchen - Small

• Removable bowl for mixing/exploring and 4 x hobs
• Upper and lower storage shelves

Kitchen - Large

• 2 x removable bowls for mixing/exploring and 4 x hobs
• Upper and lower storage shelves

W450 x L800 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

W450 x L1200 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

DR005

DR007

£492.00

£648.00

Play Kitchens & Shops

Handy hooks for pots, pans
and utensils
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Kitchens for 3 Years+

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £31
Save £31 when you buy the full set of 5 Stamford kitchen units
PT239
Set of 5 Stamford maple kitchen units
Set £485.00
PT245
Set of 5 Stamford red kitchen units
Set £485.00

Stamford Sink
PT237
PT243

Maple
Red

£109.00
£109.00

Hand finished details

Anti finger-trap doors

Stamford Fridge
PT236
PT242

Maple
Red

Stamford Washer
PT235
PT241

Maple
Red

£109.00
£109.00

£109.00
£109.00

Stamford Kitchen
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
Maple wood grain finish
600mm worktop height - perfect for 3 years+
Rotating dials
Hard-wearing, scratch resistant, wipe clean melamine surfaces
5 minute assembly

Kitchen Set:

W1600 x D360 x H830mm

Kitchen Units:

W400 x D360 x H630mm (Microwave: W400 x D260 x H200mm)

Stamford Microwave
PT238
PT244

Maple
Red

Stamford Cooker
£80.00
£80.00

PT234
PT240

Maple
Red

£109.00
£109.00

Kitchens for 3 Years+

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Fully
Assembled

Natural Kitchen (H550mm)

Beautiful natural kitchen set made from birch plywood
550mm worktop height, ideal for 3 years+
Safety perspex windows allow for realistic play
Rounded corners and safety edges
Rotating dials
Anti finger-trap hinges
5 year guarantee

Kitchen Set:

W1400 x D320 x H550mm

Kitchen Units:

W350 x D320 x H550mm

Storage Unit:

W350 x D320 x H806mm

Natural Washer (H550mm)
PT842		

£129.00

Special Offer Save up to £31
Save up to £31 when you buy the full set of 4 Natural Kitchen units
PT844 Set of 4 (cooker, sink, washer, fridge)
Set £485.00
PT987 Set of 4 (cooker, sink, washer, storage unit)
Set £557.00

Natural Cooker (H550mm)
PT840

£129.00

NEW

Available for 18 months+ (see pg. 116)
Natural Storage Unit (H806mm)
PT209

£200.00

Natural Sink (H550mm)
PT841

£129.00

Play Kitchens & Shops

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Fridge (H550mm)
PT843		

£129.00
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Kitchens for 3 Years+

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Roll Unfold Kitchen - Large

• 600mm worktop height - perfect for 3 years+
• 5 in 1 unit: hob, oven, ironing board, sink and washer
• Rotating dials and tap
• Maple wood grain finish
• Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
• Folds away for easy storage when not in use
• Integrated wheel for mobility when folded
W1720 x D460 x H600mm Folded: W760mm
PT259

£295.00

Cooks Corner Kitchen

• 5 in 1 unit: hob, oven, microwave, sink and washer
• Compact unit fits in any corner
• Maple wood grain finish
• Anti finger-trap hinges - ideal for group play
• Hard-wearing scratch resistant melamine
• 600mm worktop height - perfect for 3 years+
W690 x D690 x H1080mm
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PT258

£295.00

Anti finger-trap hinges

Kitchens for 3 Years+

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Modular Kitchen 1
W800 x D400 x H630mm
PT255

Red

£203.00

PT249

Maple

£203.00

Modular Kitchen 2
W800 x D400 x H1200mm
PT254
PT248

Red
Maple

£273.00
£273.00

Modular Kitchen 3
W1200 x D400 x H1200mm
Red
Maple

£427.00
£427.00

Play Kitchens & Shops

PT253
PT247

Modular Kitchen
Modular Kitchen 4
W1600 x D400 x H1200mm
PT252
PT246

Red
Maple

£520.00
£520.00

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti finger-trap hinges which are ideal for group play
Maple wood grain finish
Rounded corners and safety edges
600mm worktop height - perfect for 3 years+
Rotating dials
Hard-wearing, scratch resistant, wipe clean melamine surfaces

Modular Kitchen 1 (Maple)
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Shops & Market Stalls
3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Toddler Market Stall

Mobile Market

that show off the beautiful wood grain
• Fully assembled
• Reversible canopy
• Accessories not included

W1200 x D420 x H1300mm

• Birch plywood with safe dark stains and clear lacquers

W630 x D340 x H850mm
PT389

For matching kitchen units see pg.116
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£161.00

• Includes 4 wooden crates
• Removable double-sided chalkboard
• Perfect for group play
• Lockable castors
PT261

£225.00

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Dressing up is a fantastic way to help children develop confidence and
social skills. Our dressing up storage units are perfect for organising
clothes and accessories.

Dressing Up

Dressing Up
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Mobile Dressing Up Trolley
Charming double-sided dressing up unit, made from scratch resistant maple melamine with
lockable, anti-scratch castors. Excellent storage capacity for storing dressing up clothes and
accessories. Available in two heights to suit children of different ages. Both units feature coat
hooks on each side and have a full length safety mirror on one end.

10

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

2yrs+
Mini Mobile Dressing Up Unit

• Suitable for 18 months+
• Compact design
• 5 coat hooks on each side
• Full length safety mirror
• Storage area in base of trolley
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W700 x D400 x H930mm
PT807

£279.00

3yrs+

Handy storage
compartment
Mobile Dressing Up Unit

• Suitable for 3 years+
• 6 coat hooks on each side
• Full length safety mirror
• Handy storage compartment at top of unit
• Storage area in base of trolley
• Supplied with 3 clear tubs for visible storage
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W1000 x D400 x H1100mm
PT641
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£325.00
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Dressing Up

Basic Dressing Up

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy
Access

Dressing up is a wonderful activity for children of all ages, and a fantastic way to help develop
confidence and social skills. Enhance your dressing up area with a storage trolley and free
standing mirror.

Basic Dressing up Trolley

Free Standing Mirror

W930 x D450 x H900mm

W400 x D350 x H950mm

• Plenty of storage space for hanging clothes
• Storage in base of trolley for accessories
• Lockable castors for easy mobility
• Rounded corners and safety edges
• Easy clean maple melamine
• Simple self assembly required
PT287
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£110.00

• 2 in 1 full length mirror
• Sturdy construction resists tipping
• Plastic safety mirror
• Easy clean maple melamine
• Smooth safety edges and rounded corners
• Suitable for horizontal or vertical use
PT286

£112.00

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £52
Set £170.00

Dressing Up

Save £52 when you buy both
PT325
Dressing Up Trolley and Free Standing Mirror
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Galaxy Dressing Up Units

3yrs+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

The Galaxy dressing up range is beautifully designed, with engraved and cut-out detail adding
to the charm. There are three colour options to choose from red, blue and maple.

Galaxy Mirror

• Durable full length safety mirror
• Mirror pivots to optimise viewing angle
• Rope safety cord prevents accidents
W520 x D460 x H1200mm
PT838
PT280
PT283
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Maple
Blue
Red

£142.00
£142.00
£142.00

Galaxy Dressing Up Trolley

• Plenty of storage space for hanging clothes
• Storage in base of trolley
• Lockable castors for easy mobility
• Rounded corners and safety edges
• Easy wipe clean surfaces
W870 x D410 x H1150mm
PT837
PT279
PT282

Maple
Blue
Red

£142.00
£142.00
£142.00

Galaxy Dressing Up Station

• Plenty of storage space for hanging clothes
• Storage in base of station
• Lockable castors on one end for easy mobility
• Rounded corners and safety edges
• Easy wipe clean surfaces
• Full length safety mirror on one end
W900 x D400 x H1150mm
PT836
PT278
PT281

Maple
Blue
Red

£181.00
£181.00
£181.00

Sand and water play encourages sensory development and provides the
ideal opportunity for children to experiment. We have a variety
of play units and accessories to choose from.

Sand & Water Play

Sand & Water Play
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Mini Sand & Water Play Station

5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Our Mini Sand and Water Play Stations come in three heights to suit children of all ages. The
compact design of these units make them ideal for corners or smaller spaces. If space isn’t an
issue – why not have two? One for sand and one for water. Made from high quality birch plywood
which is treated with a protective coating, making them suitable for indoor and outdoor use
(product should be stored indoors).
•
•
•
•

Wheels at one end for easy transportation
Durable, clear plastic tub with screw-on bung for emptying
Optional accessory kit available
Includes wooden lid which can be used as a work surface

Mini Sand and Water Station (290mm high)
• Suitable for 12 months+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
W580 x D580 x H290mm
PT495

£228.00

Fitting holes for
accessory shelf
Each station includes wooden lid

Mini Sand and Water Station (440mm high)
• Suitable for 2 years+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
• Suitable for use with mini accessory shelf (PT498)
W580 x D580 x H440mm
PT496
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£253.00

Mini Sand & Water Play Station

5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Fitting holes for
accessory shelf

Mini Sand and Water Station (590mm high)
• Suitable for 3 years+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
• Suitable for use with mini accessory shelf (PT498)
W580 x D580 x H590mm
£256.00

Mini Accessory Shelf

• For use with item Mini Sand and Water Station
• Accessory kit includes: 2 x funnels, plastic tubing 		
and activity shelf

• Suitable for H440mm and H590mm units
• Easy to attach using supplied Allen key and bolts
W710 x D150 x H500mm
PT498

£98.00

Play Tray

• Multi-purpose tray with removable safety mirror
• Ideal for messy play, sensory play, small world and more
• Suitable for use with mini sand and water stations
• Perfect for group play
W500 x D500 x H35mm
PT499

£48.00

Sand & Water Play

PT497
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Sand & Water Play Station

5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Our award winning Sand and Water Play Stations are available in three heights to suit children
of all ages. Made from high quality birch plywood which is treated with a protective coating,
making them suitable for indoor and outdoor use (product should be stored indoors). The optional
canopy and accessory kit adds an extra element of fun and is suitable for use with the 440mm
and 590mm stations.
•
•
•
•

Wheels at one end for easy transportation
Durable, clear plastic tub with screw-on bung for emptying
Optional canopy and accessory kit available
Includes wooden lid which can be used as a work surface

Fitting holes for
accessory kit

Sand and Water Station (590mm high)
Sand and Water Station (290mm high)
• Suitable for 12 months+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
W1100 x D620 x H290mm
PT457

£289.00

• Suitable for 3 years+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
• Room underneath for clear tubs
• Suitable for use with canopy (PT460)
W1100 x D620 x H590mm
PT459

£368.00

Each station includes wooden lid
Fitting holes for
accessory kit

Canopy and Accessory Kit

Sand and Water Station (440mm high)
• Suitable for 2 years+
• Sturdy frame with two wheels and two fixed legs
• Polycarbonate tray for sand or water
• Suitable for use with canopy (PT460)
W1100 x D620 x H440mm
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PT458

£361.00

• For use with Sand and Water Station
• Canopy is made from washable, wipe clean fabric
• Suitable for 440mm and 590mm units
• Easy to attach using supplied Allen key and bolts
• Accessory kit includes: 2 x funnels, plastic tubing and activity shelf
W1200 x D560 x H1100mm
Height when attached to PT458: H1440mm and PT459: H1590mm
PT460

£199.00
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Sand & Water Play

Crawl-in Sandpit

6m +

The crawl-in sand pit is ideal for encouraging discovery and promoting physical development
amongst babies. Designed to provide easy access for young children to explore sand play.

Crawl-in Sandpit

• Made from high quality birch plywood
• Fully assembled
• Ramp for easy access
• Tilted edge prevents sand from spilling out
• Sturdy construction
• Suitable for 6 months+
W990 x D950 x H200mm
PT315
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£181.00

5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

With a selection of easels, drying racks and storage solutions to choose
from, its easy to create an area which not only promotes creative skills
but also helps to organise resources.

Arts & Crafts

Arts & Crafts
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Art Range

10

Year
Guarantee

Flexible

Easy
Access

Fully
Assembled

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Create an environment which encourages expression and imagination with the help of the
Millhouse Art Range. Choose from a variety of different sized easels and drying racks to best
suit your space and setting. All products in the art range are durable, hard-wearing and easy to
clean.

7

Double-sided Whiteboard Easel
Double-sided Creative Unit
•
•
•
•
•

Double-sided Easels

W620 x D600 x H810mm

Double-sided Whiteboard Easel

W900 x D400 x H800mm
PT624

NEW

• Solid maple melamine construction
• Includes 8 clear paint pots
• Space for storage in centre of unit

Supplied with 3 clear tubs and 4 clear paint pots
Pot holders and storage on top for additional pots
Small shelves for baskets or resources
Ribbon reel holder
Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

• Features paper clip

£362.00

PT620 		 £262.00

Double-sided 2 in 1 Easel

• Smooth chalkboard surface on one side and whiteboard
on reverse

Back
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PT988 		 £262.00

Double-sided 2 in 1 Easel

Art Range

10

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Easy Clean
Surfaces

Special Offer Save £69
Save £69 when you buy the stand and easel together
PT562
Double-sided Whiteboard Easel and Stand
PT509
Double-sided 2 in 1 Easel and Stand

Set £437.00
Set £437.00

NEW

A2 Size
Drying Rack
• Wipe clean melamine surfaces
• 4 shallow tubs included
• Handy as small storage trolley
• Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors
W660 x D400 x H500mm - Top shelf: H400mm
PT621

£244.00

Easel Stand

Clear Paint Pot Set
Set of 8 clear pots
PT352

£13.00

Choose from two sizes to best fit your space
Each unit has 10 adjustable racks
Racks are fully removable for easy cleaning
Wipe clean, hard-wearing melamine surface
Anti-scratch, low noise, lockable castors

PT622

A2 – W710 x D510 x H1085mm

£471.00

PT939

A3 – W525 x D430 x H815mm

£400.00

Arts & Crafts

•
•
•
•
•

Easel Stand/Storage Trolley

Pack of additional racks
PT623 10 extra racks for PT622
PT986

5 extra racks for PT939

£184.00
£91.00

A3 Size
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Art Range

3yrs+

5

Year
Guarantee

Easy Clean
Surfaces

In addition to the main Millhouse Art Range, these traditional easels and A4 drying rack are
ideal for an early years or classroom setting.
The two sided traditional easel can fold for storage when not in use, whilst the Dinosaur Drying
Rack is ideal for smaller spaces.

1

Year
Guarantee

Dinosaur Drying Rack

Two Sided Traditional Easel

• 25 drying racks for A4 paper
• Made from birch plywood
W360 x D510 x H910mm
XNIN02123
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£124.00

• Easy clean whiteboard with paper clasp
• Chalkboard on the reverse
• Two large drip-catcher trays to hold paints etc.
• Folds flat for storage
W660 x D630 x H1020mm
PT15

£110.00

Four Sided Traditional Easel

• Easy clean whiteboard with paper clasp on two sides
• Chalkboard on two sides
• Four large drip-catcher trays to hold paints etc.
W660 x D630 x H1020mm
PT16

£160.00

A selection of beautifully made small world resources and wooden
blocks, with a natural finish. Designed to nurture imagination and
encourage group play.

Small World & Construction

Small World & Construction
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Small World for Under 2’s

Under 2’s House

• Multiple peep holes and three play levels
• Double-sided access, ideal for group play
• Subtle natural tones encourage imagination
• Made from birch plywood and solid beech
• Clear lacquer provides a durable wipe clean finish
• Smoothed rounded edges and corners
W530 x D400 x H550mm
PT409
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£103.00

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Under 2’s Multi-Use Building

• Encourage imagination with this open ended design
• All round access, ideal for group play
• Made from birch plywood and solid beech
• Clear lacquer provides a durable wipe clean finish
• Smoothed rounded edges and corners
W580 x D400 x H460mm
PT410

£99.00

Made with
Real Wood

Under 2’s Farm

• Multiple peep holes and two play levels
• Made from birch plywood and solid beech
• Water based red stain highlights key features
• Clear lacquer provides a durable wipe clean finish
• Smoothed rounded edges and corners
W750 x D300 x H450mm
V7503

18m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Easy
Access

Under 2’s Garage

• Features helipad, 2 x garages and 2 x petrol pumps
• Made from birch plywood and solid beech
• Water based red stain highlights key features
• Clear lacquer provides a durable wipe clean finish
• Smoothed rounded edges and corners
W450 x D450 x H310mm

£82.00

V2923

£87.00

Made with
Real Wood

Small World & Construction

Small World for Under 2’s
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Wooden Play

1

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Beautifully hand crafted wooden play blocks, cars and stackers, designed to improve senses
and develop imagination. Made from selected wood specially sanded and perfectly smooth so
that it is soft to touch.

12m+

18m+

Sensory Blocks
Wooden Stacker

• Mix, match and play stackers
• Includes 8 circular pieces of different sizes on a stand
W120 x D120 x H190mm
3232054
3232047

Rainbow £35.00
Natural
£35.00

An excellent learning resource which allows children to explore
different shapes, colours and textures, as well as supporting sorting
and matching skills. These wooden blocks have rounded corners and
a transparent centre which are filled with: beads, sand, liquid and
colourful acrylic.
• 4 different shapes
• Excellent sensory resource
• Set of 16
Smallest Piece: W70 x D35 x H70mm
3178888

£48.00

3yrs+

3yrs+

Wooden Blocks in Sack

• Natural blocks packed in a handy cotton sack
• Set of 50 or 100
• Choose from natural or rainbow
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3232009
3232078
3232016
3232061

Rainbow - set of 100 (small blocks)
Rainbow - set of 50 (large blocks)
Natural - set of 100 (small blocks)
Natural - set of 50 (large blocks)

Wooden Little French Car

Wooden Retro Car

W50 x D110 x H67mm

W50 x D110 x H56mm

• Easy for little hands to hold
• Natural colours and feel
• Suitable for 3 years+
£40.00
£40.00
£40.00
£40.00

3232023

£24.50

• Easy for little hands to hold
• Natural colours and feel
• Suitable for 3 years+
3232030

£24.50

Giant Vehicles

12m+ 5

Year
Guarantee

Fully
Assembled

Made with
Real Wood

These sturdy and robust giant vehicles are specially designed to withstand regular use in
a commercial early years environment. Each vehicle is supplied with removable solid
beech wooden people.
Non-marking industrial wheels with steel axles
Made from birch plywood using durable construction methods
Smooth rounded edges and corners for safety and durability
Suitable for use outdoors (must be stored in dry conditions)

Giant Car
W230 x D160 x H140mm
PT406

Giant Aeroplane

Giant Flat Bed Lorry

Giant Bus

W360 x D340 x H120mm

W450 x D200 x H220mm

W480 x D200 x H220mm

PT405

£76.00

PT403

Special Offer Save £50
Save £50 when you buy the full set of all 5 giant vehicles
PT408
Set £384.00

£82.00

PT404

£69.00

Giant Lorry with Box Trailer
W690 x D200 x H270mm
£104.00

PT402

£103.00

Small World & Construction

•
•
•
•

6
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Solid Wood Building Blocks

5

Year
Guarantee

18m+

Made with
Real Wood

Building blocks help develop fine motor skills, improve coordination and allow children to explore
different shapes and sizes. Our blocks are designed with common dimensions to help develop
numerical reasoning, construction skills and spatial awareness. Made from the highest quality
solid beech with rounded safety corners.
Largest block size: W300 x D50 x H25mm
Smallest block size: W50 x D50 x H25mm

Rectangular Set

Triangle and Pillar Set

• 68 blocks in clear tub
• 3 different shapes: rectangle, triple rectangle

• 73 blocks in clear tub
• 4 different shapes: pillar, double pillar, triangle and 			
double rectangle

and half rectangle
PT475

£140.00

PT476

£140.00

Multi-shape Set

• 89 blocks in clear tub
• 11 different shapes: small triangle, ramp, small cylinder, large 		

cylinder, roof section, arch, hexagon, triangular pillar, semi circle,
quarter circle and cube

PT477

£191.00

Shape Guide
Rectangle Quarter Circle

Pillar

Half Rectangle Semi-Circle

Triangular Pillar Large Cylinder
Small
Small
Double Pillar Cylinder
Triangle

Arch
Double
Rectangle Triple Rectangle

Roof Hexagon Ramp Triangle

Low Block Play Unit
Cube

• 1 x Rectangular Set, 1 x Triangle and Pillar Set, 1 x Multi-shape Set
• 1 x PT601 - low level storage bench (pg.44)
W900 x D400 x H430mm - Top shelf: 320mm
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PT473

Tall Block Play Unit

• 2 x Rectangular Sets, 2 x Triangle and Pillar Sets, 2 x Multi-shape Sets
• 1 x PT609 - tall unit with Velcro on reverse for display and removable mirror
W900 x D400 x H660mm - Top shelf: 560mm

£577.00

PT474

£969.00

Hollow Blocks

Fully
Assembled

5

Year
Guarantee

Made with
Real Wood

Children can construct and create a variety of structures with these high quality giant wooden hollow
blocks. The open ended designs are ideal for improving balance and coordination, and the creative
process helps to develop social skills as children work together, and participate in cooperative play.

Small Block Set
10 x Squares
W140 x D140 x H70mm
6 x Small Rectangles
W280 x D140 x H70mm
4 x Ramps
W280 x D140 x H70mm
4 x Large Rectangles
W560 x D140 x H70mm

Small Hollow Blocks Set

• Pack size: 24 pieces
• High quality blocks
• Child safe durable clear lacquer applied to all parts
PT232

£224.00

7 x Squares
W280 x D280 x H140mm
2 x Rectangles
W560 x D280 x H140mm
2 x Ramps
W560 x D280 x H140mm
4 x Small Planks
W560 x D140 x H12mm
2 x Large Planks
W1120 x D140 x H12mm

Large Hollow Blocks Set

• Pack size: 17 pieces
• High quality blocks
• Child safe durable clear lacquer applied to all parts
PT233

£299.00

Small World & Construction

Large Block Set
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Luco Bricks

1

Year
Guarantee

Luco connecting wooden bricks are an award winning resource for aiding the development of
children at early years foundation stage and beyond. Within each set there are 4 different brick
shapes. Children can use these to create a variety of different structures with limitless possibilities.
Unlike other bricks, Luco Bricks will stay intact once formed in a structure. Perfect for enhancing
creativity, improving concentration and developing crucial motor skills in young children.
Made from durable, eco-friendly wood.

3yrs+

Made with
Real Wood

6

4 different brick shapes
Luco Bricks

• Natural solid wood blocks with a child safe lacquer
• Uniquely designed open ended construction set
• Each set includes 65 carefully crafted pieces
Box measures: W300 x D180mm
3201135
3201142
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Natural
Multicoloured

£41.00
£41.00

Free storage sack with every set

Millhouse Outdoors is a unique range of coordinated outdoor furniture
and play equipment for early years, manufactured to an
exceptional standard, with an unrivalled superior finish.

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Furniture & Play
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Outdoor Kitchens

NEW

Outdoor play has many health and well-being benefits, as well as endless opportunities for discovery
and creativity. Our range of outdoor kitchens helps to nurture these opportunities.
As with all Millhouse Outdoor products, they are made from premium Scandinavian Redwood with
rounded edges and smooth surfaces.

Outdoor Mud Kitchen - Small

• Removable bowl for mixing / exploring
• 4 x hobs
• Upper and lower shelf for storage
• Handy hooks for pots, pans and utensils
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
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Outdoor Mud Kitchen - Large

• 2 x removable bowls for mixing / exploring
• 4 x hobs
• Upper and lower shelf for storage
• Handy hooks for pots, pans and utensils
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

W450 x L800 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

W450 x L1200 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

DR005

DR007

£492.00

£648.00
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Outdoor Five Station Kitchen

• 2 x sets of hobbs
• 3 x removable bowls
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Perfect for group play, the Five Station Kitchen has upper and lower storage shelves providing
ample storage space for pots, pans and other resources.

W450 x L2000 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)
DR010

£1135.00
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Weather
Resistant

Encourage group play with these impressive corner kitchens. Designed to withstand a variety of
outdoor conditions, these sturdy units also benefit from excellent storage and feature both an
upper and lower shelf for pots, pans and other resources.

Small Outdoor Corner Kitchen

• 2 x sets of hobs
• 4 x removable bowls
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Delivered in two parts, simple self assembly required
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
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Large Outdoor Corner Kitchen

• 3 x sets of hobs
• 4 x removable bowls
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Delivered in two parts, simple self assembly required
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

W1600 x L1600 x D450 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

W1600 x L2000 x D450 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)

DR011

DR012

£1362.00

£1695.00

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Kitchens
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The Mini Mud and Multi Mud kitchens, are perfect for encouraging children to explore different
materials and textures. With it’s compact design, the Mini Mud is great for smaller spaces, whilst the
Multi Mud is better suited to group play. Both kitchens are sturdy, and built to
withstand outdoor conditions and regular use in a commercial environment.

Outdoor Mini Mud

• Compact in design
• 2 x removable bowl for mixing/exploring
• Upper and lower storage shelf
• Handy storage hooks, ideal for hanging pots, pans and utensils
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W450 x L800 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)
£492.00

Outdoor Multi Mud

• Ideal for group play
• 3 x removable bowl for mixing/exploring
• Upper and lower storage shelf
• Handy hooks, ideal for hanging pots, pans and utensils.
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

Outdoor Furniture & Play

DR006

W450 x L1200 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)
DR008

£600.00
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These versatile benches can be used for a variety of outdoor activities with limitless play and
learning possibilities. Each bench unit has a smooth, soft to touch, splinter-free finish and rounded
corners for safety.

Outdoor Busy Bench

Freestanding bench which can be used for a variety of outdoor activities, whether it’s
gardening, messy play, construction or crafts.
Features a low level storage shelf.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W560 x L1200 x H610mm (550mm worktop height)
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DR016

£610.00

Outdoor Potion Bench - 3 Station

Create magical potions and explore different textures with this study,
freestanding unit featuring 3 x removable bowls and a lower storage shelf for
pots, pans and other resources.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W450 x L1200 x H470mm
DR053

£569.00

Outdoor Benches

NEW
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3yrs+

Fully
Assembled

Weather
Resistant

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Potion Bench - 7 Station

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W450 x L2000 x H900mm (470mm worktop height)
DR009

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Create lots of magical potions and explore different textures with this study, freestanding unit.
There are 7 stations with 3 x large bowls, 2 x medium bowls and 2 x small bowls, all of which can
be easily removed. There is also an upper and lower storage shelf for pots, pans and other
resources.

£1102.00
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Encourage children to interact with nature and explore a variety of different materials, with the
help of our texture trough range. There are three different shapes to choose from to suit your
outdoor space.

Please note: texture troughs have an internal depth of 150mm to make them easy to fill.

Outdoor Small Texture Trough

Outdoor Large Texture Trough

Outdoor Square Texture Trough

W600 x L1200 x H470mm

W600 x L2400 x H470mm

W1200 x L1200 x H470mm

• 3 x storage compartment
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR013
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£506.00

• 6 x storage compartment
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR015

£1140.00

• 4 x storage compartment
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR014

£1095.00
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Outdoor Planters
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Weather
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Enhance your outdoor space with these charming planters. As well as housing different types of
plants, they can also be used as a trough for different textures and materials.

Please note: planters do not have a base in the bottom of the unit.

Outdoor Single Planter

• Ideal for school and nursery gardens
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W800 x L800 x H400mm
DR004
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Outdoor Planter & Bench Combo

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• 1 x bench and 2 x planters (same size)
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L2400 x H560mm

£329.00

DR018

£818.00

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Seating

NEW
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Outdoor Buddy Bench

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Two seat height options available: 300mm (preschool) and 350mm (primary)
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR062 Preschool

W415 x L900 x H580mm (Seat height 300mm)

£353.00

DR063 Primary

W420 x L900 x H630mm (Seat height 350mm)

£353.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

This charming buddy bench with engraved detail, is the ideal addition to any outdoor play area.
A fantastic way to encourage communication and friendship.
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Make story time fun and encourage a love of reading, with this enchanting storytelling chair range.
The smooth finish and freestanding design, makes these chairs both practical and comfortable.
Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood which is specially treated and guaranteed
for 10 years.

Outdoor Storytelling Chair

• Freestanding and sturdy
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W400 x L510 x H800mm
DR022
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£320.00

Outdoor Double Storytelling Chair

• Designed to accommodate two children
• Freestanding and sturdy
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W400 x L1155 x H800mm
DR023

Outdoor Teacher Storytelling Chair

• Adult height and seat width
• Freestanding and sturdy
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W500 x L765 x H1600mm

£578.00

DR024

£740.00
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Beautifully crafted outdoor table and chair sets, made using premium quality Scandinavian
Redwood which is specially treated and guaranteed for 10 years. The tables have been designed
with a smooth surface (no grooves) to ensure they are suitable for a variety of activities including
drawing, arts and crafts. Available in two height options for children of different ages.

Outdoor Square Table & Bench Set

• Set includes: 1 square table and 2 x benches
• Smooth surface (no grooves)
• Plants and accessories not included
• Two table height options available: 445mm (toddler) and 495mm (preschool)
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
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DR061 Toddler

Table: W720 x L720 x H445mm

			

Bench: W300 x L550 x H250mm

DR060 Preschool

Table: W720 x L720 x H495mm

			

Bench: W300 x L550 x H250mm

£660.00
£660.00

Outdoor Rectangular Table & Bench Set

• Set includes: 1 rectangular table and 2 x benches
• Smooth surface (no grooves)
• Plants and accessories not included
• Two table height options available: 445mm (toddler) and 495mm (preschool)
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR059 Toddler

Table: W720 x L1500 x H445mm

		

Bench: W300 x L1200 x H250mm

DR058 Preschool

Table: W720 x L1500 x H495mm

			

Bench: W300 x L1200 x H250mm

£840.00
£840.00
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Our range of sand, water and messy play units are not only sturdy and durable, but the freestanding
design and practical features make them easy to use and ideal for group play.
Each unit has a smooth finish with rounded edges for added safety.

Outdoor Raised Sandpit
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Outdoor Double Sand & Water Station

This standing height sandpit is a great addition to your outdoor space. The sturdy
and freestanding design is ideal for group play and the unique chalkboard lid
provides another element of play. Also available with wooden lid.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Features removable lid
• Sturdy construction
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

Encourage sensory development with our beautifully made double sand and water
play station. Each unit has 2 x removable polycarbonate trays with screw-on bung to
make emptying easier and a low level storage shelf.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Sturdy and freestanding
• 2 x removable polycarbonate trays with screw-on bung
• Plants and accessories not included
• Two height options available: 450mm (toddler) and 600mm (preschool)
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

DR040 Chalkboard Lid

W600 x L1200 x H470mm

£840.00

DR057 Toddler

W815 x L1485 x H450mm		

£1208.00

DR049 Wooden Lid		

W600 x L1200 x H470mm

£662.00

DR056 PreSchool

W815 x L1485 x H600mm

£1208.00

NEW
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Outdoor Sand & Water Station

Encourage sensory development with our beautifully made sand and water play station.
Each unit has a removable polycarbonate tray with screw-on bung to make emptying
easier and a low level storage shelf.
Also available as a double unit.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Sturdy and freestanding
• Removable polycarbonate tray with screw-on bung
• Two height options available: 450mm (toddler) and 600mm (preschool)
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR055 Toddler

W815 x L815 x H450mm		

£879.00

DR054 PreSchool

W815 x L815 x H600mm

£879.00

Outdoor Play Tray Activity Table

The play and learning possibilities are endless with the Play Tray Activity Table. The sturdy
and robust stand features a removable tray which has an easy clean surface. A versatile
product, this unit is ideal for messy play, small world and much more.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Removable, easy clean tray
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W1170 x L1170 x H530mm
DR034

£530.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Sand, Water & Messy Play
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Outdoor Active Play
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Active play not only develops motor skills, but also helps children with balance, coordination and
agility. In addition, the social aspects of active play have a positive impact on child’s ability to
interact with peers – a crucial skill for growth. Our outdoor active play range has been developed
to nurture these skills.

Outdoor Climbing A-Frame

Sturdy, freestanding climbing frame with a ladder on one side and brightly coloured rock holds
on the other. Pretend grass provides a soft and tactile surface for superstar climbers.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W800 x L1600 x H600mm
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DR042

£743.00

Ladder
Rock holds

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Balance Scales

Beautifully made wooden scales which are ideal for introducing
the concept of balance and weight. 4 x buckets and 1 x spirit
level included.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W500 x L700 x H700mm
DR045

£268.00

NEW

10

Year
Guarantee

3yrs+

Outdoor Balance Beam 1.2m

Solid wooden 1.2m beam for developing balance,
co-ordination and agility.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W100 x L1200 x H150mm
DR002

£113.00

Fully
Assembled

Weather
Resistant

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Balance See Saw

This sturdy wooden see saw is the perfect addition to your
outdoor space. Children will enjoy testing their balance skills as
they walk across the wooden beam.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W550 x L1500 x H200mm
DR030

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Active Play

£392.00
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Outdoor Active Play

Outdoor Stepping Blocks (Set of 4)

Set of 4 wooden stepping blocks to encourage balance and co-ordination.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W200 x L200 x H100mm
DR001
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Outdoor Floor Ladder

Fun, interactive floor ladder which encourages co-ordination, agility and play.

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W800 x L3000 x H200mm
DR021

£246.00

NEW

Two Seat Driving Set

Two seat driving set designed to nurture imagination and promote interaction.
Each seat has a colourful steering wheel which rotates 360 degrees.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR039

W600 x L1000 x H750mm (300mm seat height)

£415.00
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3yrs+
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Four Seat Driving Set

This four seat driving set is a wonderful resource for encouraging group play,
developing imagination and promoting interaction. Each steering wheel rotates
360 degrees.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
DR038

W1800 x L1800 x H750mm (300mm seat height)

£802.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Active Play
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Outdoor Building Block Set (22 piece)

Children can create a variety of structures with these outdoor wooden blocks – the play and
learning possibilities are endless!
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Set of 22 (4 x half squares, 8 x squares, 4 x double squares, 2 x short boards, 4 x long boards)
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
Half Squares:
Qty 4 (W150mm x L300mm x H150mm)
Square:
Qty 8 (W300mm x L300mm x H150mm)
Double Squares: Qty 4 (W300mm x L600mm x H150mm)
Short Boards:
Qty 2 (W150mm x L600mm x H34mm)
Long Boards:
Qty 4 (W150mm x L1200mm x H34mm)
DR019
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£825.00

Outdoor Double Vision Mirror

This double-sided mirror will engage and entertain when children discover, not
only can they see their own reflection, but through the child-friendly acrylic
panels, they can see part of the person on the other side.
A wonderful sensory resource for lots of enjoyment and fun.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L880 x H1200mm
DR046

£786.00

NEW

Outdoor Movable Fence Panel Divider

Divide an area with this movable fence panel, or create an enclosure
using multiple panels. The freestanding design means panels can be
butted together as required.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1450 x H900mm
DR020

£203.00
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Weather
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Outdoor Troll Bridge

Made with
Real Wood

Bring excitement and fun to your outdoor space with this impressive Troll
Bridge. Children will love crossing the bridge as their imaginations run wild!
Durable, sturdy construction with smooth/soft to touch handrail. Ideal for
connecting one area of the playground to the other.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W800 x L2000 x H1000mm (handrail) H400mm (footbridge)
DR043

£1290.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Play
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Outdoor Play

Outdoor Posting/Adding Pipes

A unique way to encourage exploratory play and numeracy skills. Post objects
through the pipes and use the interchangeable wooden operation symbols
to create and solve different sums. Includes all four operations and an equal
sign, which hook onto unit.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Wooden balls not included
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W540 x L600 x H1000mm
DR003
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Outdoor Chalkboard Table

With a smooth surface and handy removable storage bowl, the
Chalkboard Table is perfect for a variety of art and craft activities.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Removable storage bowl
• Plants and accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W800 x L800 x H570mm
DR047

		

£432.00

Made with
Real Wood
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Outdoor Weaving Panel

This weaving frame allows children to experiment with a variety of materials to create
different shapes and patterns. The freestanding design means that children can access the
frame from either side for group play.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Weaving materials not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1000 x H800mm
DR031

£410.00

Outdoor Water Wall

A wonderful outdoor learning resource which encourages children to experiment with
water. The freestanding, sturdy design features a water pump, trough and 6 x wooden
water chutes. The pump transports the water to the top chute and from there it flows
down the wall and collects in the trough below - ready for the cycle to begin again.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1200 x H1200mm
DR044

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Play

£649.00
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Children love to engage in role play, and our beautifully made outdoor shop and market stalls,
are the perfect way to do just that. Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood which is
specially treated and guaranteed for 10 years.

Outdoor Shop Theatre

The versatile design of this shop theatre means that children can explore a variety of play
opportunities. With a low level storage shelf on the base of the unit, there is plenty of room to
store toys and resources.
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• 2 x chalkboard surfaces
• Weatherproof, water resistant curtains
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W505 x L660 x H1330mm
DR052
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£690.00

Outdoor Market Stall

This beautifully made market stall has plenty of storage for resources, and features a chalkboard and
removable hanging ‘Fruit & Veg’ sign.
• 5 x compartments with pretend grass on the base
• Sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1100 x H1200mm
DR041

£863.00
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Our wide range of outdoor easels cater for children of different ages and stages. There are
chalkboard and mark making options to choose from, plus wall mounted and freestanding styles.
Whatever your space and requirement, we’ll have a solution to suit your needs.

Outdoor Wall Mounted Panel

Handy wallmounted easel for creative play or delivering
information.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Supplied with wall fixings
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W70 x L800 x H600mm
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DR028 Chalkboard 		

£245.00

DR029 Mark Making 		

£245.00

Outdoor Freestanding Panel

Inspire creativity and expression with this double-sided,
freestanding panel.
• Available as chalkboard or mark making panel
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L800 x H800mm
DR025

Chalkboard

£338.00

DR026

Mark Making

£338.00

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Large Easel

Large freestanding easel for encouraging creativity. Double-sided
design is ideal for group play. Ledges on both side for storing art
supplies and resources.
• Available as chalkboard or mark making panel
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

NEW
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3yrs+

Fully
Assembled
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Resistant
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Outdoor Double-sided Easel

Sturdy, double-sided art easel with lower level storage shelf. Includes 8
clear pots for holding brushes, chalk etc. Ideal for group play and taller/
older children.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Available as chalkboard or mark making panel
• Sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Rounded edges for added safety
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years

W550 x L1200 x H1200mm

W690 x L800 x H1212mm

DR032 Mark Making 			£495.00

DR051 Mark Making 		

£686.00

DR033 Chalkboard 			£495.00

DR050 Chalkboard 		

£686.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Outdoor Easels
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Nurture curiosity and encourage an understanding of nature, with the Mini Beast Farm and Mini
Beast Hotel. Children will enjoy exploring and bug spotting, whilst discovering new and fascinating
facts about mini beasts.

Outdoor Mini Beast Farm

The child-friendly, acrylic panels make it easy to monitor the activity of bugs and other
insects housing within the farm.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Features child-friendly, acrylic panels
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Soil not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L900 x H900mm
DR027
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£449.00

Outdoor Freestanding Mini Beast Hotel

Bugs of all kinds can snuggle up in this sturdy and freestanding mini beast hotel.
There are three levels, with a variety of materials in each, to encourage different
types of creatures to come and stay.
• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Freestanding and sturdy construction
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1000 x H950mm
DR017

£570.00
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Music plays an important role in a child’s development with benefits for both social and
academic learning. Introduce these skills early in life, with our outdoor musical instrument range
featuring: Bamboo Glockenspiel, Chime Frame and Cowbell Frame. Made using premium
quality Scandinavian Redwood which is specially treated and guaranteed for 10 years.

Outdoor Bamboo Glockenspiel

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Includes mallet and handy hanging hook
• 5 x bamboo tubes
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1000 x H1000mm
DR035
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Outdoor Chime Frame

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Includes mallet and handy hanging hook
• 6 x chimes
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1000 x H1000mm

£645.00

DR036

Outdoor Cowbell Frame

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Includes mallet and handy hanging hook
• 6 x cow bells
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L1000 x H1000mm

£693.00

DR037

£713.00

Outdoor Welly Storage

NEW

10

Year
Guarantee

3yrs+

Fully
Assembled

Weather
Resistant

Made with
Real Wood

Outdoor Double-sided Welly Storage

• Made using premium quality Scandinavian Redwood
• Store up to 30 pairs of wellies
• Freestanding and sturdy design
• 4 x locking castors for easy mobility
• Smooth finish – soft to touch and no splinters
• Accessories not included
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years
W600 x L800 x H1800mm
DR048

		

£543.00

Outdoor Furniture & Play

Store your wellies in this handy, double-sided, mobile storage unit. With space to store up to 30
pairs of wellies and 4 x locking castors, this unit can be transported as required for
efficient and easy use.
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Free Room Planning
We offer a completely free and comprehensive space planning service for our customers, and with over 40 years experience making resources for schools and nurseries, our team of experts know how to
design a space which is not only great to be in, but conducive to learning, development and play.
Utilising our team of industry experienced design engineers, we can handle any size of project, from a small room, to an entire school or nursery, including any outdoor space you may have.
We can work from architectural drawings or alternatively, one of our sales team can arrange a site visit. As part of this service we will supply detailed drawings and a comprehensive quote, plus practical
advice and product information.
So, let us take the hassle out of the project for you, and give us a call on 01526 354 404 or email planning@millhousedesign.co.uk to discuss your requirements.

Expert Advice

We apply our knowledge and experience of early years environments, to
ensure we create a space which not only meets aesthetic expectations,
but delivers a functional and flexible solution that will work for you.

Indoor Room Planning
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Outdoor Space Planning
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